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From the Higher Education TechQual+ Principal Investigator

This report is the result of a survey of technology service outcomes conducted at Mt. San Antonio
College. The survey instrument has been developed through a collaborative effort between multiple
institutions of higher education, a project known as the Higher Education TechQual+ Project. The goal of
this project is to create a standardized survey instrument that assesses IT service outcomes in higher
education, in a way that provides for benchmarks and comparisons between institutions. The results
contained within this report are based on this survey. I hope that the reader finds the results enlightening
and helpful in planning, developing, and managing technology services at Mt. San Antonio College.

The Higher Education TechQual+ Project is modeled on the LibQual+ project developed by the
Association of Research Libraries (ARL) in conjunction with the Texas A&M University Libraries. I am
grateful to the pioneering work accomplished by the LibQual+ research team and recognize that their
work has truly transformed libraries by creating a culture of assessment within the library practice. It is my
hope that the the Higher Education TechQual+ Project will have a similar transformative effect for
technology organizations in higher education.

Dr. Timothy M. Chester
Principal Investigator
Higher Education TechQual+ Project
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About the Higher Education TechQual+ Project

The Higher Education TechQual+ Survey had its origins in a pilot project conducted at Texas A&M
University at Qatar in the Spring of 2006. Under the leadership of Dr. Timothy M. Chester, the
management team of Information Technology Services (ITS) worked to build a survey instrument to
gather feedback from the TAMUQ community of end users in a way that would provide objective criteria
for continuous improvement and strategic planning.

They modeled their work on the existing SERVQUAL and IS SERVQUAL approaches, but paid particular
attention to pioneering work by the leadership of Texas A&M University Libraries and their partners from
the Association of Research Libraries who had previously developed the LibQual+ survey instrument. The
LibQual+ conceptual approach was also based on SERVQUAL, a tool used in the private sector to assess
service quality.

Following the success of the pilot project, a research project was commissioned by Dr. Timothy Chester.
The goal of the project is to develop a scientifically reliable and valid instrument that can be adopted by all
institutions of higher education to assess IT service performance. The TechQual+ survey is delivered
through a web portal (http://www.techqual.org), thus shielding the participating institutions from the rigors
and complexities of survey research.

The Higher Education TechQual+ Core Instrument is a web-based survey that requires approximately 20
minutes to complete. It asks respondents to provide evaluations regarding minimum expectation levels,
desired service levels, and perceived service levels for up to 13 IT service outcomes expected by faculty,
students, and staff.

TechQual+ was developed through multiple rounds of qualitative and quantiative data collection from
participating institutions. Using this data, the TechQual+ instrument is continually refined with the goal of
insuring that the resulting instrument is both valid and reliable. The goal of the project is to understand
what end users feel that "technology outcomes" really are and then to develop an instrument that allows
for the systematic exploration of these outcomes in a way that allows for continuous improvement and
strategic planning.

The TechQual+ principal investigator is grateful for the exceptional work by the staff of the Association of
Research Libraries as they developed and implemented the LibQual+ process. The success of the
TechQual+ project will be due in large part to the pioneering research that produced the LibQual+ survey.
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Project Coordinators for Mt. San Antonio College

The Higher Education TechQual+ Project is a cooperative project between institutions of higher education.
Each participating institution is represented by project coordinators who direct and conduct surveys for
their institution.

This survey was conducted by the project coordinators for Mt. San Antonio College. The Higher Education
TechQual+ project coordinators for this institution are:

Hughes, Robert
Director, Enterprise Application Systems
Information Technology
rhughes@mtsac.edu

Morales, Kate
Computer Services Coordinator
Information Technology
kmorales@mtsac.edu



Higher Education TechQual+ Data Analysis Guide

The data from this survey is presented in multiple ways:

Statistics: For each item in the survey, both the means and standard deviations are reported, along with
the number of observations (N). A p value (P) is calculated for each survey item, reflecting a test of the
null hypothesis H0: Adequacy Gap Score = 0. Additionally, two other important measures are included
that which indicate whether respondents have a positive or negative perception of IT service quality.

Service Adequacy Gap Score: This score is computed by subtracting the minimum level of
service score from the perceived level of service score. A positive number indicates the extent
that perceived service levels exceeds end users minimum expectations, a negative number
indicates a gap between the perceived performance and minimum expectations.

Service Superiority Gap Score: This score indicates the degree to which end users desired
service levels are being met. This score is computed by subtracting the desired level of service
score from the perceived level of service score. A positive number indicates the extent that
perceived service exceeds end users desired expectations, a negative number indicates a gap
between perceived service performance and end users desired expectations.

Zones of Tolerance:
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For each type of service, expectations are measured as a range as opposed to a single, scaled point. The
range between end users minimum expectations and desired expectations constitutes what is known as
the "zone of tolerance". A second range, the service adequacy gap range (minimum to perceived) is also
computed and displayed against the zone of tolerance for each respective service dimension. This chart
graphically displays the end users range of expectations across all service dimensions and your
organizations performance against those expectations.



Radar Charts:
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For each dimension of service, the minimum, desired, and perceived quality of service is plotted on a
radar chart. This chart is helpful in viewing how each data point is related to the overall service dimension
as well as to other service dimensions. The one to nine (1-9) scale is plotted along the y axis of the chart,
and each 'spoke' represents one dimension of service. The colors green, yellow, blue, and red are used to
express the perceived service levels against end users range of expectations (or, zones of tolerance).

Incomplete Surveys: The data contained in this report includes cases where the respondent completed an
individual item but did not complete the survey in its entirety.

Suggestions: When the perceived rating is below the minimum level of service, the end user is provided
the opportunity to make suggestions on how the quality of this service can be improved. While these
responses remain subjective, they can be useful in planning strategies to improve service quality over the
long term.
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About this Higher Education TechQual+ Survey

This survey consisted of multiple IT service outcomes grouped together into distinct core commitments
expected by faculty, students, and staff. These core commitments for this survey were designed to assess
these categories of IT service outcomes:

Connectivity and Access
Tell us about your ability to access technology services through the Internet

Technology and Collaboration Services
Tell us about the quality of Web sites, online services, and technologies for collaboration

Support and Training
Tell us about your experiences with those supporting your use of technology services

Other Important Information Technology Services
Assesses other important IT service outcomes on campus

Each of these core commitments includes separate questions that refer specifically to IT service
outcomes on the Mt. San Antonio College campus corresponding to each core commitment. For each
question, respondents are asked to rate the service dimension in three ways based on a rating scale (1 is
lowest, 9 is highest). Respondents are requested to indicate their minimum service level expectation,
desired service level expectation, and perceived service performance for each question:

Minimum Service Level Expectation - the number that represents the minimum level of service
that the respondent finds acceptable. If a respondent has minimal expectations for the statement,
his or her rating is typically closer to the lower end of the rating scale. If the respondent has
higher expectations, the rating is typically closer to the higher end of the rating scale.

Desired Service Level Expectation - the number that represents the level of service that the
respondent personally wants. The respondent selects a rating that represents the level of
services he or she desires.

Perceived Service Performance - the number that represents the level of service that the
respondent believes is currently provided. This rating is typically considered in light of the
minimum and desired ratings that were previously selected. Generally speaking, this rating
typically falls between the minimum and desired service level ratings. However, if the respondent
feels that the actual performance is below the minimum service levels, the rating is equal to or
below their minimum service level rating. If the respondent feels that the actual performance
exceeds the desired expectations, the rating is typically equal to or greater than the desired
service level rating.

Core Commitments and IT Service Outcomes for This Survey

Below is a list of the Higher Education TechQual+ core commitments and IT service outcomes for this
survey.

Connectivity and Access

When it comes to...

Having an Internet service that operates reliably.

Having an Internet service that provides adequate capacity or speed.

Having an Internet service that provides adequate Wi-Fi coverage.

Having adequate cellular (or mobile) coverage throughout campus.

Technology and Collaboration Services

When it comes to...
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Having Web sites and online services that are easy to use.

Having online services that enhance the teaching and learning experience.

Having technology services that allow me to collaborate effectively with others.

Having systems that provide timely access to data that informs decision-making.

The availability of classrooms or meeting spaces with technology that enhances
the teaching and learning experience.

Support and Training

When it comes to...

Getting timely resolution of technology problems that I am experiencing.

Technology support staff who have the knowledge to answer my questions.

Receiving communications regarding technology services that I can understand.

Getting access to training or other self-help information that increases my
effectiveness with technology.

Other Important Information Technology Services

When it comes to...

Having faculty communicate outside of class via technology such as online chat,
text messaging, or Google Apps for collaboration. Self-reported faculty, students,
not declared only.

Additional Questions

Additionally, the project coordinators for Mt. San Antonio College included these additional questions with
this survey, for which respondents were asked to provide responses.

How easy was it for you to complete this survey? (1 = very difficult, 9 = very easy) 

a)

b)

How confident are you that the answers you provided are meaningful? (1 = not at all confident, 9
= very confident) 

a)

b)



Population Analysis

The total population (N) for this survey included the faculty, staff, and students (or portions thereof) of Mt.
San Antonio College. The Higher Education TechQual+ project protocols state that respondents (n)
should represent a random sampling of the total population (N). The responsibility for assuring a
sufficiently large random sample resides with the project coordinators at Mt. San Antonio College.
Deviations from the Higher Education TechQual+ project protocols may negatively impact the statistical
significance of the findings of this study.

This breakdown of total population (N), respondent (n), and completed surveys is based on the data that
was entered for this survey by the Mt. San Antonio College project coordinators. This analysis is accurate
to the extent that: (1) the attributes that were entered for each respondent are correct; and (2) the total
population and sub-population (by attribute) information that was entered is correct. For self-reported
attributes, values for # attempted, # complete, and completion rate (# complete / # attempted) are
available.

Total Population / Respondents

Population Size (N) Respondents (n) Respondents (n) % # Attempted # Complete Response Rate

0 13112 0% 1121 847 9%

Attribute: University Role (self-reported)

  Pop (N) Resp (n) Resp (n) % # Attempted # Complete Comp. Rate

Not Declared 0 0 0% 38 14 36%

Faculty 0 0 0% 260 217 83%

Staff 0 0 0% 274 228 83%

Student 0 0 0% 549 388 70%

Totals:  0 0 0% 1121 847 75%

Legend: Pop (N) = Total Population; Resp (n) = Sample Size; Resp (n) % = n/N x 100; # Attempted = # Attempted Surveys; # Complete = # Complete Surveys; Comp. Rate = # Complete / # Attempted

Attribute: Sex (self-reported)

  Pop (N) Resp (n) Resp (n) % # Attempted # Complete Comp. Rate

Not Declared 0 0 0% 59 27 45%

Female 0 0 0% 688 517 75%

Male 0 0 0% 374 303 81%

Totals:  0 0 0% 1121 847 75%

Legend: Pop (N) = Total Population; Resp (n) = Sample Size; Resp (n) % = n/N x 100; # Attempted = # Attempted Surveys; # Complete = # Complete Surveys; Comp. Rate = # Complete / # Attempted

Attribute: Age Group (self-reported)

  Pop (N) Resp (n) Resp (n) % # Attempted # Complete Comp. Rate

Not Declared 0 0 0% 143 96 67%

0-24 0 0 0% 294 203 69%

25-34 0 0 0% 210 160 76%

35-44 0 0 0% 171 135 78%

45-54 0 0 0% 152 127 83%

55 & ABOVE 0 0 0% 151 126 83%

Totals:  0 0 0% 1121 847
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75%

Legend: Pop (N) = Total Population; Resp (n) = Sample Size; Resp (n) % = n/N x 100; # Attempted = # Attempted Surveys; # Complete = # Complete Surveys; Comp. Rate = # Complete / # Attempted



Key Findings for All Respondents

To ascertain statistical significance a two-tailed p-value (P) is calculated for each survey item to test the
null hypothesis H0: Adequacy Gap Score = 0. A positive adequacy gap score indicates service
performance exceeding respondent's minimum expectations, a negative score indicates service
performance below respondent's minimum expectations. Based on this analysis the statistically significant
findings (0.05 confidence level) from this survey are as follows:

Positive Perceptions (Adequacy Gap Score > 0) Negative Perceptions (Adequacy Gap Score < 0)

Receiving communications regarding technology
services that I can understand.
Adequacy Gap Score = 0.16; N = 763; P = 0.01
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Having an Internet service that operates reliably.
Adequacy Gap Score = -0.24; N = 939; P = 0.00

Having an Internet service that provides adequate
capacity or speed.
Adequacy Gap Score = -0.27; N = 929; P = 0.00

Having an Internet service that provides adequate
Wi-Fi coverage.
Adequacy Gap Score = -1.20; N = 892; P = 0.00

Having adequate cellular (or mobile) coverage
throughout campus.
Adequacy Gap Score = -0.42; N = 899; P = 0.00

Having Web sites and online services that are easy
to use.
Adequacy Gap Score = -0.18; N = 865; P = 0.01

Having systems that provide timely access to data
that informs decision-making.
Adequacy Gap Score = -0.16; N = 775; P = 0.02

The availability of classrooms or meeting spaces
with technology that enhances the teaching and
learning experience.
Adequacy Gap Score = -0.23; N = 774; P = 0.00



Data Charts for All Respondents

Below are the charts for this view of the survey data.
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Data Tables for All Respondents

For each IT service outcome the statistical mean, standard deviation,N (number of observations), and P
are presented. P represents a two-tailed p-value for a null hypothesis H0: Adequacy Gap Score = 0. Rows
shaded yellow may indicate potential problem areas, rows shaded red indicate a negative service
adequacy gap score.

Connectivity and Access
Tell us about your ability to access technology services through the Internet

# When it comes to...   Min Des Per Adeq Supr N P

1
Having an Internet service that operates reliably. Mean 7.06 8.62 6.81 -0.24 -1.80

939 0.00
Dev 1.88 0.86 2.01 2.13 1.97

2
Having an Internet service that provides adequate capacity or
speed.

Mean 7.09 8.62 6.83 -0.27 -1.79
929 0.00

Dev 1.82 0.84 2.00 2.09 1.95

3
Having an Internet service that provides adequate Wi-Fi
coverage.

Mean 6.73 8.45 5.53 -1.20 -2.92
892 0.00

Dev 2.12 1.15 2.40 2.80 2.49

4
Having adequate cellular (or mobile) coverage throughout
campus.

Mean 7.04 8.44 6.61 -0.42 -1.83
899 0.00

Dev 2.04 1.19 2.21 2.43 2.29

Legend: Min = Minimum Level of Service; Des = Desired Level of Service; Per = Perceived Service Quality; Adeq = Adequacy Gap Score (perceived - minimum); Supr =
Superiority Gap Score (perceived - desired); N = Number of Observations; P = P value for null hypothesis H0: Adequacy Gap Score = 0; Mean = Statistical Mean; Dev =
Standard Deviation; Red Color = Perceived < Minimum; Green Color = Perceived > Desired; Yellow Color = Potential Problem Areas

Technology and Collaboration Services
Tell us about the quality of Web sites, online services, and technologies for collaboration

# When it comes to...   Min Des Per Adeq Supr N P

5
Having Web sites and online services that are easy to use. Mean 7.11 8.51 6.92 -0.18 -1.59

865 0.01
Dev 1.64 0.85 1.71 1.95 1.68

6
Having online services that enhance the teaching and learning
experience.

Mean 6.85 8.30 6.83 -0.02 -1.47
740 0.77

Dev 1.91 1.19 1.79 2.03 1.73

7
Having technology services that allow me to collaborate
effectively with others.

Mean 6.81 8.21 6.68 -0.13 -1.52
805 0.08

Dev 1.87 1.24 1.87 2.10 1.81

8
Having systems that provide timely access to data that informs
decision-making.

Mean 6.98 8.30 6.82 -0.16 -1.49
775 0.02

Dev 1.85 1.23 1.83 1.99 1.80

9
The availability of classrooms or meeting spaces with
technology that enhances the teaching and learning experience.

Mean 6.93 8.38 6.70 -0.23 -1.67
774 0.00

Dev 1.91 1.15 1.92 2.26
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1.99

Legend: Min = Minimum Level of Service; Des = Desired Level of Service; Per = Perceived Service Quality; Adeq = Adequacy Gap Score (perceived - minimum); Supr =
Superiority Gap Score (perceived - desired); N = Number of Observations; P = P value for null hypothesis H0: Adequacy Gap Score = 0; Mean = Statistical Mean; Dev =
Standard Deviation; Red Color = Perceived < Minimum; Green Color = Perceived > Desired; Yellow Color = Potential Problem Areas



Support and Training
Tell us about your experiences with those supporting your use of technology services

# When it comes to...   Min Des Per Adeq Supr N P

10
Getting timely resolution of technology problems that I am
experiencing.

Mean 7.12 8.53 7.06 -0.06 -1.47
783 0.42

Dev 1.73 0.88 1.85 2.01 1.78

11
Technology support staff who have the knowledge to answer my
questions.

Mean 7.38 8.59 7.45 0.07 -1.14
759 0.34

Dev 1.72 0.90 1.79 1.89 1.68

12
Receiving communications regarding technology services that I
can understand.

Mean 7.07 8.33 7.23 0.16 -1.10
763 0.01

Dev 1.79 1.14 1.78 1.79 1.59

13
Getting access to training or other self-help information that
increases my effectiveness with technology.

Mean 6.82 8.19 6.89 0.07 -1.30
770 0.33

Dev 1.97 1.36 1.89 2.09 1.83

Legend: Min = Minimum Level of Service; Des = Desired Level of Service; Per = Perceived Service Quality; Adeq = Adequacy Gap Score (perceived - minimum); Supr =
Superiority Gap Score (perceived - desired); N = Number of Observations; P = P value for null hypothesis H0: Adequacy Gap Score = 0; Mean = Statistical Mean; Dev =
Standard Deviation; Red Color = Perceived < Minimum; Green Color = Perceived > Desired; Yellow Color = Potential Problem Areas

Other Important Information Technology Services
Assesses other important IT service outcomes on campus

# When it comes to...   Min Des Per Adeq Supr N P

14
Having faculty communicate outside of class via technology
such as online chat, text messaging, or Google Apps for
collaboration. Self-reported faculty, students, not declared only.

Mean 6.27 7.86 6.29 0.02 -1.56
554 0.84

Dev 2.20 1.61 2.13 2.37
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2.15

Legend: Min = Minimum Level of Service; Des = Desired Level of Service; Per = Perceived Service Quality; Adeq = Adequacy Gap Score (perceived - minimum); Supr =
Superiority Gap Score (perceived - desired); N = Number of Observations; P = P value for null hypothesis H0: Adequacy Gap Score = 0; Mean = Statistical Mean; Dev =
Standard Deviation; Red Color = Perceived < Minimum; Green Color = Perceived > Desired; Yellow Color = Potential Problem Areas
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Suggestions from All Respondents

When a respondent indicates that the perceived quality of a service dimension is less than their minimum
expectation they are provided the opportunity to make suggestions on how to improve the quality of this
service. While these responses remain subjective, they can be useful in planning strategies to improve
service quality over the long term. The responses that follow are unedited.
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Having an Internet service that operates reliably.

Internet Explorer is extremely slow and service is dropped weekly (error message stating unable to
connect to internet)This is not helpful when needing immediate access to smartsheet software online.
[#1961310]
-----

I'm not sure how to improve it but it runs very slowly sometimes. Also the wifi is also not always available
for sign in because the signal is weak. [#1961317]
-----

So many issues with various websites. I have to use a variety of online websites to participate in
webinars and submit applications, and they often do not work appropriately or at all because our Java
and other programs are out of date. [#1961390]
-----

First I have to use ethernet because wireless is inadequate. Second, speeds are too slow in both
formats. [#1961517]
-----

This seems to be improving. [#1961596]
-----

Most of the time it's on, but sometimes it's off. Internet service has become a necessity. Expand
bandwidth (?- is that what it's called?) [#1961643]
-----

Moodlerooms often crashes on me. [#1961667]
-----

I don't understand why Lotus locks me out repeatedly. If I go to the printer and come back, sometimes I
have to log out and log back in to get it to respond. [#1961685]
-----

Most of textbook's publishers have web based software that is needed to be accessed by students; most
of the software for languages nowadays is web based. It is very important also for online timed tests.
[#1961700]
-----

I have no idea. I cannot access my email on my iphone, I have trouble downloading videos for my labs
while in lab because the internet service in building 60 is so poor. I often can't get into the email server.
We need a better operating system and stronger signal in each of the buildings. [#1961716]
-----

Service is spotty in my building, but I know it's better in others. [#1961789]
-----

Videos links are often blocked, even for instructional use. Service goes down for periods of time. Offsite
access to server documents not available. Lotus Notes is very unreliable offsite. [#1961980]
-----

Every time my laptop goes to sleep, it must reconnect to the internet and for the Mt. SAC staff internet,
this is quite the ordeal. [#1961986]
-----

If I schedule an Internet-based activity and the Internet is not working, class time is wasted. If this
happens more than rarely, I become wary of using the Internet since I will have to create a backup
lesson. Reliability in the classroom is far more important than the feature set. [#1962153]
-----

we need more hot-spots for the wireless connectivity, multiple wireless access points will solve the
problems of congestion in different computer facilities. [#1962301]
-----

Sometimes programs can't run or something happens w/ the internet service. [#1962634]
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-----

YES!!! [#1962689]
-----

Wi-Fi is almost consistently slow or unreachable. Data bandwidth crawls at most times. [#1962696]
-----

EVERY TIME an update goes out to site computers my internet gets mega screwed up. If I had a
solution I would be an IT guy. [#1962734]
-----

When the Internet is down, I may as well go home. The majority of the day involves moving data
between various online resources and services, hosts, etc. [#1962785]
-----

Without the internet, there is very little I can do outside of the classroom. The technology of today -
email, network printers, network drives, etc causes us to rely on the network and internet for almost
everything we do. The internet and network is less reliable than I would expect for such a large
institution. [#1962812]
-----

as above. [#1962882]
-----

This is critical to running a well-oiled machine at the college. [#1962914]
-----

Must have! [#1962921]
-----

better wireless access [#1963032]
-----

Often times, computers on campus struggle with keeping up with the demand of students on campus.
Especially during registration, the entire campus is running slowly, if running at all. [#1963044]
-----

I always think with an institution of this size we shouldn't ever have problems accessing the internet, but
I admit to not being technologically savvy. Is it because we're such a large institution that we have so
many problems? Is that something you could do something about? It always seems that when we need
our system the most, for example during registration, that's when we have the most problems. I realize
there are thousands of students, faculty, and staff that are trying to access the system, but does it not
have the capacity to handle this? [#1963070]
-----

Must Have. [#1963130]
-----

no will be kicked every 10 mins [#1963131]
-----

Sometimes I can log-in to the wifi, sometimes I cannot (spotty). [#1963157]
-----

Building 66 is an internet dead zone. [#1963301]
-----

Often times than not the internet system gives us error codes that our Adobe is not updated, other error
codes are that we are not supported by Java, etc. We have been instructed over the years just to hit the
agree button to continue where we need to go. [#1963347]
-----

Too many issues with internet and computer system/programs. Need functional and reliable
programs/internet! [#1963352]
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-----

Obviously. we do fine here. Same as everywhere else. Should have some kind of cellular enabled
backup, tho, or a separate system for classrooms. It's a complete disaster when you lose wifi in a
classroom and your whole plan (sometimes exam) requires it. It's like the power going out. You kind of
need to send people home. I've used my phone before on the elmo projector to show a critical video
when we had no internet !! [#1963375]
-----

This should be a top priority - we are a premier community college and our technology should be of the
of the highest standards, fastest and ease of usage. The wifi should be faster and more reliable - no
dropped connections. The internet should be up and running full capacity ALL day long. No time during
the day should be a bad time to connect to the internet. Most student comes on to this campus with at
least 3 electronic devices - phone, tablet & laptop they should be able to get a good connection on all
the devices. No drop signals or connections .......... [#1963393]
-----

Yes! [#1963409]
-----

Have trouble in some classrooms because when trying to show something you need to download
another application and then we can not because we need administrator permission. Even with our
office computers. [#1963452]
-----

I am happy with this in my classrooms. [#1963453]
-----

Wired internet services operate very well. Wi-Fi not so much [#1963541]
-----

Land line connections are typically slow in starting up, so transitioning during lecture from power point to
internet is often awkward. [#1963604]
-----

This is more a wifi / load issue. [#1963619]
-----

Same as the previous response. [#1963656]
-----

Computers in the library need upgrading [#1963786]
-----

Essential! [#1963937]
-----

not all of services are compatible with the different services staff are required to use online such as
Banner, Argos, Omni. need service that is compatible with all internal systems. Also would be nice if we
can update adobe and java on our own instead of asking for permission and having to wait for IT to do it
for us. [#1963954]
-----

Some of the computer equipment in several classrooms is outdated and does not always function in a
way that allows for using it during class. [#1964001]
-----

Level of Service needs to improvement during student registration. [#1964097]
-----

When plugged in, everything is fine, but wifi on campus is terrible! [#1964166]
-----

This is absolutely mission critical. [#1964201]
-----
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I never have any problems when I have a hard-wired connection. The problem is with wireless access -
outdoors and in the older buildings on campus. [#1964264]
-----

Provide a free-standing computer on professor's desk, as in most rooms. Room 3411 in 26D doesn't
have one that isn't locked up and requires the use of a projector. [#1964309]
-----

cannot print wirelessly very well, most often required to plug in to print reliably [#1964421]
-----

Internet access via WiFi in 26 A / D is horrible, with two different servers--one for A, another for D, with A
inaccessible entirely, and D providing intermittent access. There is no faculty-accessible and faculty/staff
dedicated WiFi in 26A--no passwords work. This means, in effect, that when I'm teaching in 26A, there is
no WiFi access for a cell phone, iPad, or instructor-ported laptop. WiFi access in 26D is equally
problematic, with access available one day, none the next, or even variable within the hours of a single
day. Location within 26D and the number of logged-in devices probably negatively impacts access.
Student access to the student WiFi is reportedly quiet slow, if not entirely impossible. Students are, of
course, attempting to utilize student WiFi for non-academic purposes, such as gaming and video/audio
downloads. This practice seems entirely counter-productive to the rationale and purposes of providing
WiFi to students. Multiple universities have successfully implemented technological blocks to gaming
and video streaming. [#1964441]
-----

Depending on the location of access, the WiFi is spotty, and Ethernet can be slow. [#1964469]
-----

Internet sometime is not working properly when deadlines need to be met. [#1964537]
-----

Access to the internet from my office is very slow at various times. I have complained about it many
times and no resolution was provided. A few days ago, I was told of the specific problem and it requires
a change to a newer router, which may happen in a week or two. [#1964585]
-----

Building 80 is in dire need of improvement of internet availability [#1965643]
-----

i would love that but my phone is slow - although the school's internet works great [#1965736]
-----

I use my ipad at school a lot. I actually pay for data coverage because the WiFi at school never works.
[#1966002]
-----

very important [#1966029]
-----

improve the wifi connection on the portable rooms [#1966465]
-----

There are times on campus where not even the teachers can access the internet and it can interrupt
their lesson plan. [#1966847]
-----

Mtsac wifi frequently disconnects or is really hard to connect to [#1967047]
-----

I would like the wifi to work outside of the classroom. It gets annoying to log on 3 different wifi's when im
changing classrooms. I'll say, this year, the wifi is working much better than last year [#1967090]
-----

Internet service is very spotty. Especially in building 11. [#1967095]
-----
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Have more trained computer geeks available to assist students always at the technology center.
[#1967149]
-----

I have Apple products and when I use them on campus, I get no reception. I have tried to refigure my
devices, but to no avail. [#1967394]
-----

Absolutely! [#1967563]
-----

Very important on an campus [#1967665]
-----

in the science building and the math buildings there is verry little internet. these are the only 2 places i
can think of that has no internet [#1968107]
-----

I have no suggestion on changing the technology. [#1968142]
-----

Internet is not available everywhere on campus and sometimes the whole system goes down for hours.
[#1968343]
-----

Have not used. [#1968636]
-----

Service does not always work in the lab rooms and if it is working, the service is very poor. [#1968683]
-----

My computer can NEVER connect to the internet a lot of my friends have this issue too. There is
normally a security issue with the internet provided. [#1968693]
-----

I see the wifi networks, but get thrown off about every 30 seconds, and so I disable the wifi services to
use the 4g network of my phone company [#1968806]
-----

There are some areas on campus that do not reliably connect to the internet via wifi. The upper floors of
building 26 have a very weak signal. Speeds are a non-issue to me. [#1968904]
-----

Make it so that it works properly. It cuts me off every 10 minutes or so. [#1968912]
-----

wifi all over campus to do homework and research whenever needed would be extremely helpful,
instead of having to find a place with reliable wifi [#1969634]
-----

Internet is sometimes very slow even at the library where most students need a high speed internet
connectivity. [#1969764]
-----

Half of the time when I'm in a classroom with service, I can't log in properly or the automatic log in page
just doesn't catch up, and it cuts out many times. [#1970460]
-----

high speed internet, reducing the amount of loggin when not in a wifi area [#1970553]
-----

Sometimes I cannot access school public WIFI. [#1970738]
-----

Typically in the library, there are connection issues where connection is dropped for some laptops
attempting to connect via wireless, while it may work for some others. [#1970912]
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-----

Using my laptop, the Internet service is so slow I usually just tether to my phone. But that uses up my
data allotment so I prefer not to have to do it. Also, I constantly receive certificate errors when being on
the school wifi. [#1971107]
-----

Always problem is on first day of register day for class [#1971762]
-----

WE NEED INTERNET THAT DOESN'T KICK YOU OFF AFTER A WHILE...OR AT LEAST EXTENT
THE TIME LIMIT BECAUSE I SPEND A LOT OF TIME READING WEBPAGES, THEN ILL GET KICKED
OFF INTERNET AND HAVE TO LOG BACK IN (BROWSER AUTHENTICATION). [#1971874]
-----

only works when your near the library or student service center [#1972149]
-----

There are many times where we are unable to connect to the wireless network even though we can see
a strong signal. [#1972417]
-----

Yes [#1972487]
-----

The Mt. SAC student internet is completely unreliable. Every time I'm on campus and I attempt to
connect to the internet it either 1) doesn't connect AT ALL or 2) connects but then disconnects within the
next 10 minutes. This is especially a huge issue for me because I need to use the internet on campus
for research, homework etc. and when I'm NOT connected to Wi-Fi on my laptop, I'm forced to use my
phone's 4G internet, using up all my data. This causes my bill to go over EVERY. MONTH. Having a
reliable internet service at a college is probably one of the most important things to most students.
[#1972805]
-----

There are a lot of dead zones when trying to connect to wifi in certain buildings. It is necessary to have
access to campus wifi especially in the various study areas, so we can use our personal computers to
access databases or search engines. [#1973186]
-----

Internet service operates reliably all the time. no need to improve. [#1973350]
-----

At the time students are taking the quiz, we have experienced the internet stops working. The quiz had
not yet been saved, the works disappeared, but the availability to take the quiz had been reduced.
Please help us to solve this. [#1973764]
-----

It's pretty reliable and secure. [#1973908]
-----

The technicians do a fine job of informing internet users of the times the internet will be unaccessable.
And I do believe this service is neccessary. If it is possible to reduce the time the site is down for
maintenance that would be an improvement. But not if it compromises the efficiency in which the site
operates for the past several semesters. [#1974226]
-----

It is difficult to connect to the Hot-spots Mt.Sac has sometimes [#1974247]
-----

would be nice. [#1974251]
-----

Get better internet [#1974560]
-----
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Having an Internet service that provides adequate capacity or speed.

Search and load times is delayed and timely. [#1961310]
-----

Often loads slowly. [#1961317]
-----

The internet use to be fast on campus, but it's been super slow in the past couple of years. Perhaps its
just my building (old row building), but its frustratingly slow. My old 56kbps dial-up modem was faster.
[#1961348]
-----

I don't believe we have internet in the dance studios and if we got it recently (there were people
installing cables recently) we were not notified or informed how to use it. [#1961367]
-----

Service is slow in several areas of campus. [#1961596]
-----

Capacity or speed during registration is frustrating and slow. Not sure how it can be resolved.
[#1961637]
-----

At times, the internet server is sluggish. [#1961657]
-----

When a teacher takes a class to a lab to do controlled computer activities pair discussions, recording
collections and so on, it is necessary that the internet is working perfectly. [#1961700]
-----

Service is spotty in my building, but I know it's better in others. [#1961789]
-----

I deal with a lot of domains and the MtSac server is not very good in comparison to other sites. Many
times I cannot connect (I have a PC 64bit and FIOS connection). I cannot access the MSAC website
using Internet Explorer. So I have to use Safari. That's OK but most of my favorites etc are on IE. The
printing services server sometimes is very slow and will actually not complete the upload. [#1961835]
-----

When working with students, it becomes increasingly frustrating to have to wait on slow internet
connections, especially when assisting with their research needs. [#1961843]
-----

Having a computer that isn't so slow whether its internet usage or basic programs. My computer is old
and slow. Updates need to be made and faster computers need to be made available to those who have
a large load of work that must be completed. [#1961849]
-----

Increase access points that keep current with todays technologies. [#1961986]
-----

Normally speed isn't a problem except when students are registering for classes, then when students
need to sign into the system, it shuts down completely. [#1961996]
-----

A lot depends on the hardware accessing the Internet. My relatively new desktop in my office loads very
quickly. In my classroom and in our student resource space, we are using old computers that are
frustratingly slow when using the Internet. Suggestion: upgrade classroom computers and those in all
student computer labs. [#1962167]
-----

The Internet speed has decreased over the last three years. It seems to take longer to resolve to
internal Web resources as opposed to off campus websites. [#1962270]
-----
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It is really frustrating to watch the spinning disk for long periods of time just to see the broken page or
unavailable because the system timed out. [#1962436]
-----

The Internet speed itself is adequate. [#1962551]
-----

Improving speed of internet service would be ideal. [#1962634]
-----

We rely on adequate capacity and speed for our appointment-scheduling program and to access
Banner. [#1962689]
-----

Our campus Wi-Fi is sporadic and most-times I cannot connect. Your authentication server is
overloaded, meaning I cannot authenticate with the server before gaining access to staff Wi-Fi. I am
stuck having to use either my own cellular phone as a modem, or insecure "Mt. SAC" unsecured Wi-Fi.
When we have called the IT HelpDesk, the answer is consistently the same: "Uh...there's nothing
reported." <--Do you know how many times I've heard this?! [#1962696]
-----

The wifi installers used the cheapest materials and the least amount of materials possible. its been a
year and even though we have the wifi equipment hanging in the room we still do not have wifi. My
suggestion get rid of the ineffective techs with the attitude and get somebody that will do the job right the
first time. The roaming IT guys are awesome, the help desk does an adequate job, but it seems like their
hands are tied in many ways because of the ridiculous micro managing some of these managers that
don't seem to actually know what they are doing do. [#1962734]
-----

With online classes and everything related to students dependent on the portal this is important
[#1962882]
-----

This is critical to running a well-oiled machine at the college. [#1962914]
-----

Must have! [#1962921]
-----

Must have [#1963130]
-----

no [#1963131]
-----

The on-campus wifi is very slow, sometimes I cannot even check or send email. [#1963157]
-----

We are in a portable and I have difficulty with certain wi-fi capabilities. [#1963158]
-----

Need more CPU memory to minimize time waiting for Excel spreadsheets. [#1963189]
-----

Absolutely. [#1963273]
-----

I experience the system spinning, and so do my students. Seems to indicate lack of capacity for number
of people online. [#1963294]
-----

Current Internet is extremely slow! Need better and faster service/speed [#1963352]
-----
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Obviously. Streaming will only get more intense. If we have wifi, we will have streaming video. We gotta
ramp up. [#1963375]
-----

Again, we need not just adequate capacity & speed - we need the best internet service because we are
one of the best community colleges in southern California. We need to have internet service to the
highest standards to stay competitive with other institutions if we want our enrollment to increase.
Students want the latest, fastest and most convenient technology that is out there! [#1963393]
-----

I have stopped using the technology available in classrooms that have it as they are unreliable and slow.
Students get frustrated, and it demotivates them to engage in the learning experience. Thus, I do not
see the point of paying for more actual computer equipment until the capacity of the LAN is expanded.
[#1963409]
-----

I am happy with this in my classrooms. [#1963453]
-----

Wired internet services operate very well. Wi-Fi not so much. [#1963541]
-----

I have had the longest and most frustrated experience with internet connection via wifi. I used to use
iPhone5, and iPad mini with iOS7 and 8. When I updated my iOS to 7, I could not get on the staff wifi at
all anywhere on campus. Yes, I contacted with IT, I visited IT, but nobody could help me. Since I am a
part time faculty, it was so hard to get a day through without wifi in my classroom. Starting this semester,
the wifi around music building seems working better, but still I have hard time to get on the staff wifi
sometimes. The speed is so slow around 11:30 AM. [#1963576]
-----

Web based IDE's and simulation environments are a no go on our network during the day. [#1963619]
-----

While teaching it can be VERY helpful to be able to access information quickly. [#1963656]
-----

The Internet speed seems to drop appreciably during certain times of the day, such as lunch and early
afternoon. [#1963722]
-----

Internet is too slow [#1963786]
-----

Often, the internet is slow or occasionally, will not connect at all. [#1963935]
-----

Essential! [#1963937]
-----

When working with our internal online systems, pages take significant long time to load and/or update.
This waste time. [#1963954]
-----

Actually, upon consideration, I believe the speed may be fine; the problem may lie with the outdated
computers in the classrooms? [#1964058]
-----

Again, since many of us are now using on-line material (i.e., Ted Talks, youtube videos, etc.) as part of
our courses the demand for internet is higher and way too slow. [#1964062]
-----

Educational institutions should subscribe to the highest speed and capacity available to the service
area. [#1964112]
-----
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Speed is slow. [#1964199]
-----

A network under strain is a network that no one wants to use. [#1964201]
-----

faculty should not have to plug in to receive Internet service. Wireless signal should be strong enough to
use everywhere [#1964421]
-----

Again, WiFi access is critical for multiple reasons--within the classroom and within faculty offices.
Internet--as opposed to WiFi access--has been relatively good, with passably acceptable speeds if you
are utilizing cable access. ONE problem, however, deserves your attention: the spectrum capacity of the
network is hugely variable at the fixed computers in the classrooms, and it impossible to determine if this
situation is due to the decrepit condition of classroom computers in 26A/D, or if the network is not
responding on a given day and time. [#1964441]
-----

Maybe provide more hubs with WIFI [#1964471]
-----

Improve routers [#1964585]
-----

Could add more languages to choose [#1965229]
-----

i would love that but my phone is slow [#1965736]
-----

I use my ipad at school a lot. I actually pay for data coverage because the WiFi at school never works.
[#1966002]
-----

It is terrible during registration and affects the classes available [#1966083]
-----

This will be the critical way to support the idea of the service or it will be meaningless. [#1966493]
-----

Better speed = faster learning for all. [#1966847]
-----

Speed is SO S L O W. [#1967095]
-----

Just having one that covers the campus would be great! [#1967563]
-----

Why be online if the internet service is slow [#1967665]
-----

The Wi-Fi sometimes is slow as snail T__T . It should be stable with high speed. [#1968050]
-----

Have not used. [#1968636]
-----

Service does not always work in the lab rooms and if it is working, the service is very poor. [#1968683]
-----

I see the wifi networks, but get thrown off about every 30 seconds, and so I disable the wifi services to
use the 4g network of my phone company [#1968806]
-----

add a router to each building to further stretch and uphold internet capability [#1968830]
-----
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when logging into classroom via tablet or phone, the speed is somehow not very fast and it logout after
a certain time. [#1969021]
-----

Right now it is only available in some buildings, i think it should be provided all throughout the campus,
many of us are here all day and do homework between classes on our own devices and need internet
for this. [#1969585]
-----

there is no internet access it the technology building, that's surprising since it is the technology building
[#1969634]
-----

As I said in the previous answer, the areas that do have service have incredibly slow speed. It
[#1970460]
-----

the speed is fine at the moment [#1970553]
-----

n/a [#1971206]
-----

What can I say? It's never enough. As long as you're trying to get more speed, I can understand.
[#1971250]
-----

wifi needs to be speeder [#1971762]
-----

The first time I visited Mount Sac, I was surprisingly able to get a internet speed of 100+ mbps. Now, on
good days, I might manage to get 4-5mbps. Rest of the time, it might take 2-3 minutes to load google
search results. [#1972417]
-----

Internet that actually wokrs! [#1972785]
-----

Internet slow at school. [#1973759]
-----

The current speed is not that horrible. It's very decent. It would be nice to have faster internet speed and
better capacity. [#1973908]
-----

I'am very satisfied with the emergency notifications that I receive on my phone. I feel I will be well
informed of any life threatening situation. As long as I keep getting the messages I do not see any need
for improvement. [#1974226]
-----

Add range extenders to amplify the signal [#1974247]
-----

Faster is better. [#1974251]
-----

Yes its important however I wasn't able to get wifi at the library services which really did bum me out.
[#1974502]
-----

get internet that is fast and isn't slow [#1974560]
-----
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Having an Internet service that provides adequate Wi-Fi coverage.

Having reliable Wi-Fi campus wide would be great. I lose Wi-Fi connection as soon as I leave my
building. [#1961243]
-----

The Wi-fi coverage in my area is spotty and students have approached me on numerous occasions
requesting a solution. [#1961251]
-----

I can not reliably connect near buildings 60/61/7/11 [#1961271]
-----

Throughout the day I receive several notifications that there is "no-service". [#1961310]
-----

Wi FI is often spotty. [#1961317]
-----

The WiFi on campus is atrocious. Its spotty in certain areas and trying to get on to the network on an
OS device is sometimes a challenge. [#1961348]
-----

I work in the paint shop in the maintenance department, getting any Wi-Fi is non existent. Cell phones
just don't work in most of the shops. The service I have received from the Lead Tech Lee Jones and
Rowena has been excellent, the computers and software are working fine. Because it is the sign shop
and detail is really important it would help immensely to have a larger monitor to view output before
engraving or sending graphics to the vinyl cutter. Thanks to everyone in your department. Outstanding
Work! [#1961364]
-----

The wifi in our bldg is really slow, students often have to wait for the internet to work. Could you please
provide better WiFi reception near our bldg (9D). [#1961383]
-----

I feel like our Wi-Fi on this campus is non-existent. [#1961390]
-----

Current staff wifi network is a mystery and frustration when it comes to knowing how to access and to
find any documentation to troubleshoot connection issues. It would be nice to have some clear
documentation and instructions available on website or elsewhere. Having a discrete staff wifi which is
reliable, fast, and ubiquitous greatly benefits work productivity and effectiveness. [#1961498]
-----

We don't have WiFi in our lab areas on the Farm. I believe it is in process of being installed, but it would
be helpful to have it available. [#1961545]
-----

Again, there are a lot of dead zones on campus. [#1961596]
-----

Wi-Fi coverage is a hit and miss, depending where you are on campus. Wifi needs to be available every
where. [#1961601]
-----

Wifi problems in the library seem to be fixed, but I am nervous about how it will be during the start of fall
semester [#1961623]
-----

I, and my colleagues, are continually frustrated that we cannot access the STAFF wi-fi from our offices.
In many cases, we don't have computers in the office and it's impossible to get work done without
having a hard-wired computer. 26D-2481 is a dead-zone. We can't access wi-fi on mobile devices.
Publishers can't show us their products b/c we don't have wi-fi. Getting work done should take priority
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over student access (which, most of the time, bogs up the wi-fi access with video streaming and
gaming). [#1961634]
-----

There is no WiFI coverage in several classrooms. I cannot ask students to search the internet in my
classroom on their laptops or phones. Yet when class schedules are made, we frequently don't have a
choice about where we are placed. Expand WiFi coverage in all classrooms. [#1961643]
-----

At times, we are unable to open up documents in the building. [#1961657]
-----

Wifi is very slow in my office. In addition, I typically cannot access Mt. SAC wifi using my mobile device,
including my phone and tablet. For some reason my username and password do not work so I have to
rely on cell service. UNfortunately I cannot use cell data for my tablet. [#1961667]
-----

Wi-Fi access seems to be very spotty on some parts of the campus. [#1961681]
-----

I would like to be able to use my laptop along with my computer at the same time. But I have no access
to the wifi. [#1961685]
-----

Wi-fi has been terrible in 28B, hopefully it has improved. [#1961688]
-----

In any place on campus you should be able to have adequate Wi-Fi coverage, it is necessary when
interacting with students using their/ours mobile devices i.e. iPads, smartphones for class purposes.
[#1961700]
-----

As smart phone and tablets are widely used by everyone now a day, it's very important to have strong
and reliable wi-fi coverage. [#1961763]
-----

I don't understand the process enough to make any suggestions. I can only whine that it's very
frustrating for my students as well as me that we appear to have very poor and unreliable wifi where I
teach. [#1961766]
-----

Wifi coverage is embarrassing and inhibits students' ability to do their work. I know that I and other
faculty do not rely on the wifi because it too often does not work. [#1961769]
-----

I suggest providing more attention to wifi availability for guests at a meeting who are not students. For
example, industry or educational partners who may be meeting at the college typically have their iPads
and want wifi access. The guest login doesn't always work. [#1961810]
-----

This is essential not just for students but for working with them in various areas of campus where you
may need to rely on a wifi signal instead of being connected directly to the Internet via hardwire
[#1961843]
-----

Wi-fi should be accessible in all classrooms - We give the option of an e-book and in some classrooms
students cannot access it because wi-fi is not available [#1961867]
-----

Most of our lab rooms have issues with the Wi-Fi. [#1961901]
-----

better WIFI in building 67A [#1961921]
-----
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Wi-Fi should be available all over campus or at least provide a map that shows where it is and is not
available so staff don't have to guess, especially when hosting events that need Wi-Fi access. There is
no Wi-Fi in 9B Ragan room or 9A DHH center [#1961957]
-----

our building became wi-fi accessible within the last year. FINALLY. It was not something that was easy to
facilitate. This should not have been such a challenge on a campus like this. [#1961970]
-----

Wi-Fi coverage is rather poor around campus. Often times the Wi-Fi is unaccessible, or only the student
Wi-Fi is available, which is completely unhelpful. [#1961986]
-----

WiFi coverage is very spotty around campus [#1961997]
-----

Wi-Fi coverage is very much desired. Many students in our space have a lot of difficulty accessing wi-fi
and it is desperately needed. [#1962102]
-----

My use of the campus WiFi is spotty even within my office and classroom. Suggestion: stronger hot
spots? On the other hand, I would love to be able to block WiFi most of the time in my classroom. It's a
constant issue that students want to browse during class. Suggestion: WiFi blocking spots? [#1962167]
-----

This is a problem for our students especially. We do most of our communication for our grant through
students Mt. SAC emails. If they can't access email while at Mt. SAC, then they aren't getting
information that they need while on campus. [#1962196]
-----

I sit very close (within 15 feet) to an access point, yet my Wi-Fi coverage is very unreliable. [#1962270]
-----

Look into a stronger wifi signal throughout campus. [#1962344]
-----

This is a major issue all over campus. It would be wonderful to have WiFi available in the major office
and student services buildings. I like the idea of classrooms still being hardwired instead of WiFi, but I
know faculty really want WiFi there as well. [#1962436]
-----

This is something that will likely take time to address. In our specific building we suffer from not-so-great
WiFi coverage, despite having upgraded and installed new AP's throughout the whole building.
Unfortunately the infrastructure is no longer up to par so adding more AP's isn't going to fix anything. It
is very important for employees and for students to have a reliable connection to Internet. Especially on
ground floors in the middle of buildings where signal strength has be a problem. [#1962551]
-----

We just don't have adequate wifi at this time. I work in a computer lab and we can't access tablets' wifi
effectively. If you go to the gym you can't access wifi. [#1962634]
-----

Wi-Fi is spotty in older buildings and outlying areas of campus. Access to staff@MtSac ssid limited in
bldgs. 16B-C-D [#1962648]
-----

This is critical in our department because 75% of our licensed healthcare staff use laptops for records,
research, and education. Many days, we are hardwired because of inconsistent Wi-Fi coverage. The
students also use Wi-Fi for proof of payment of fees, class schedules, records, etc. [#1962689]
-----

Fix this, make it fast and reliable, and make it your No. 1 priority. [#1962696]
-----
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coverage is very weak and slow [#1962777]
-----

No one understands why our Wi-Fi is so poor. We can have a router in the same room we are sitting,
and still can't get a signal. Meetings usually have a period of scrambling for cables as the wi-fi is
unusable. [#1962785]
-----

Wi-Fi is spotty around campus. There is terrible Wi-Fi available in the portables. [#1962801]
-----

wifi often is weak or down.... [#1962810]
-----

Although Wi=Fi is supposed to be available across campus in all buildings, it is frequently not working in
our building, and can be difficult to connect to. As a faculty member, I find that I am often unable to
connect to either the staff or student Wi-Fi, in spite of the fact that there seems to be a signal. In my
building, the Wi-Fi is very hit-or-miss. Students have a more difficult time connecting than staff do.
[#1962812]
-----

There are classrooms where Wi-Fi coverage is inadequate. Unless you're wired in, can't access the
Internet. Increase wi-fi coverage across campus. [#1962870]
-----

The Wi-Fi coverage in our building is horrible. There are apps available to students to use for learning
purposes but they cannot use them because of the spotty Wi-Fi Coverage. [#1962882]
-----

This is the worst. We do not have in the offices. If we can have adequate for faculty use their devices
and students can show their work on their devices. Please have more wi-fi coverage. Locking it down
from one building to another is ridiculous. There must be something that one person can verify no matter
what building they are in. [#1962897]
-----

We must have smart classrooms. Sadly, sometimes we have Wi-Fi fail. [#1962921]
-----

When I started here in the summer of 2014, I was able to connect my laptop to the wi-fi (in building 26D
room 2481B) occasionally, although with a very weak signal. Since the Fall semester of 2014, I cannot
connect to the wi-fi. My colleagues are unable to, as well. I once took my laptop to IT to ask for help, but
they said they didn't know enough about MAC laptops to help me. This is an issue, especially for
adjuncts, as many of us need internet access and have only two desktops in our workroom. [#1963037]
-----

Unfortunately, the WiFi here on campus is deplorable. The signal strength does not even reach the
classrooms, especially in building 6, so laptops cannot be used. This makes the learning environment
more difficult as the professor has to constantly struggle with teaching the students with inadequate
WiFi and internet service. [#1963044]
-----

The Wi-Fi here at Mt. SAC is deplorable. It needs to be such that it can be accessed at all times. Spotty
service definitely affects teaching and learning negatively. [#1963048]
-----

There are parts of building 6 that do not have WiFi coverage. Also, parts that do have WiFi coverage are
horribly unreliable. [#1963054]
-----

Wi-Fi is needed in more parts of the campus. Specifically Building 67A. Thank you! [#1963076]
-----

This campus is the worst in Wi-Fi coverage. Terrible. [#1963130]
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-----

no [#1963131]
-----

The on-campus wifi is very spotty. [#1963157]
-----

Wi-Fi coverage is very spotty. [#1963158]
-----

Cannot connect my personal iphone to staff wifi [#1963177]
-----

The WiFi on campus is spotty and at times, difficult to connect/authenticate to. Connections seem
especially difficult for visitors to the campus, especially in conference and presentation rooms. Signage
in these rooms identifying "guest" SSID's along with passwords would be extremely helpful. [#1963191]
-----

building 67A has terrible WiFi coverage. Something needs to be done here. We cannot access the
internet from our personal laptops in our own offices [#1963211]
-----

Hi. I work in Bldg. 47 and the wifi service in the Bldgs. 46/47/48 is very poor on average. Perhaps it's
because bldg. 47 is older, however bldg. 46 is newly built and the occupants all go outside to use their
tablets and cell phones. I heard several complaints from workers in bldg. 47 that they cannot access the
work order system on their phones because they cannot get a wifi connection. Would it be possible to
put some kind of equipment on top of the building that would help......I'm not very tech savvy so I don't
know what to suggest as far as equipment or what would be required to improve this situation.
[#1963258]
-----

The wi-fi coverage on campus is inconsistent and difficult to log onto. We really need to improve this.
[#1963260]
-----

We have no wifi in 9C. This is a real problem. [#1963290]
-----

Doesn't work in some areas. [#1963294]
-----

Building 66 is a wi-fi dead zone. [#1963301]
-----

This issue may be location specific. Building 4 has unreliable wi-fi coverage. [#1963305]
-----

We need improvements precisely in this are 66 quad! [#1963347]
-----

I would like to have wifi throughout the entire campus, but I know when I am on some areas of the
campus, I cannot access my email through the ipad. [#1963360]
-----

Students complain about this a lot. We have a booster or antennae in our office area and are OK there.
[#1963375]
-----

Our wifi is so up and down and it is not reliable. It hampers the student learning. Buy or replace
whatever equipment needed to make the wifi run better and faster in our building as well as campus
wide. [#1963393]
-----
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There are many dead zones in the vicinity of the science complex (blgs 11, 60, 61). Some classroom
computers are hardwired across floor space, when they should be wireless. [#1963449]
-----

Add more access points and repeaters. [#1963484]
-----

Need more Wi-Fi coverage in all classrooms and faculty offices. [#1963497]
-----

Can't get WiFi in half the buildings on campus. The new buildings seem to be better, but not always.
WiFi reception in Bldgs. 4, 6, 66, 23, 13, and 12 is spotty. Sometimes I can't get a signal at all, and other
times it drops (especially if I'm walking around). Good, but could be better. [#1963512]
-----

Access is highly restricted in certain campus areas, due to lack of coverage. Lack of it, does not foster
and promote students to use this technology. This is a huge setback for an educational institution. A
better Wi-Fi solution is needed that blankets the campus and offers students the option to use it during
idle times. [#1963541]
-----

Areas of campus have little to no wifi service, even on the staff wifi network. [#1963558]
-----

This is probably the biggest concern with our students. Most of our programs we utilize require WiFi for
maximum learning abilities. We need boosters around miracle mile. [#1963567]
-----

I think it is still poor compared to other colleges. I teach another school, but theirs is much more reliable
and wide coverage. [#1963576]
-----

Wi-Fi would make it easier to transition between my office computer and my personal laptop on which I
do a lot of school work. [#1963604]
-----

WIFI is intermittent in building 60. Coverage drops out during the day. [#1963619]
-----

I am consistently unable to access the secure server in my classroom and therefore HAVE to rely on my
network connection when using mobile devices. While not the proverbial "end of the world," it would be
very helpful to be able to access the secure server via wifi while I am on campus. [#1963656]
-----

There does not seem to be any wi-fi service by the row buildings or by building 18A & B. [#1963722]
-----

Building 67 has issues because of the specialized equipment and walls designed to contain radiography,
etc. I also believe the hill behind us has something to do with reception blockage. [#1963727]
-----

Dedicated wi-fi spots for specialized classrooms or study areas [#1963770]
-----

The Wifi always has problems in the library. Students always have a hard time connecting. Bigger
bandwith [#1963786]
-----

some buildings do not have Wi-Fi access [#1963799]
-----

I am not sure how to improve wifi connectivity but it is certainly a problem in the library where I work
directly with students [#1963814]
-----
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Staff Wifi doesn't adequately cover building 6, specifically the Broadcast section. [#1963826]
-----

We need WiFi that actually works. [#1963912]
-----

Wi-Fi coverage restricts what we can view and access. Would like coverage without restrictions. Also
would like Wi-Fi coverage in all areas on campus. This would allow staff to attend meetings and take
notes, access files on tablets and laptops. [#1963954]
-----

WiFi accessibility is different all over campus; it's up, it's down, signal strength varies greatly or
non-existent. WiFi accessibility has improved the last year, but still a long way to go to have consistent
WiFi in the buildings that I am in. [#1964018]
-----

Wifi coverage is not available in all buildings. In some buildings, I cannot connect, even though I have
already logged in as Mt SAC Staff. It would be helpful, but is not a high priority in my opinion. In building
18B we cannot get wifi access (our office). Then again, most of the time, I would be using my laptop and
ethernet line... [#1964020]
-----

campus wide wifi [#1964038]
-----

Service at Mt. SAC is pretty unreliable, so students and professors have a hard time accessing
materials in a timely manner. [#1964062]
-----

Some areas need upgrades to have Wi-Fi Coverage [#1964097]
-----

WiFi coverage should be strong and campus wide, indoors and outside. [#1964112]
-----

Wifi is awful at Mt. SAC. [#1964166]
-----

MtSAC did not provide WiFi [#1964199]
-----

I don't get wi-fi in my office in Building 61. I have never gotten wi-fi there. [#1964201]
-----

In my building I am completely unable to logon to the wi-fi. As a faculty member, this is extremely
important for my productivity. I believe that if the campus is unable to provide adequate access to wi-fi
because of the sheer volume of user, students should be limited by the number of devices they can use,
the speed of the access and the duration. I believe that it is more important to have productive faculty
than students to be able to have wi-fi access with a smart phone, computer, and tablet. If they are in the
hallways playing video games maybe that can be controlled with limiting the access speeds for students.
[#1964219]
-----

Wifi is spotty in building 61, especially on the higher floors. [#1964231]
-----

Wireless access is most problematic outdoors and in the older buildings on campus. My understanding
is that as we provide more and more WAPs, the connectivity improves. So, we need to plan and budget
for more WAPs. [#1964264]
-----

The wi-fi in our building is absolutely sad. Students using laptops in this building cannot get their work
done and choose to go elsewhere, which is something we do not want our students doing. It can be
discouraging. [#1964342]
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-----

I dont think Wifi is strong enough. Consider placing more routers in each building. [#1964384]
-----

install enough routers to make the Wi-Fi signal stronger in key locations, like faculty offices and
classrooms (not necessarily hallways) ask the faculty where the signal is weak [#1964421]
-----

Wi-Fi coverage is AWFUL around our bulidings (7 and 60). I cannot reliably connect to any network with
either of my laptops or my phone (staff@MTSac or MTSac-Staff, not to mention there shouldn't be two
similarly named networks!). On the RARE occasions that I can connect, I am often booted off the
network quickly. I understand Wi-fi scalability is a complex issue and I am willing to sacrifice some speed
for reliability and coverage on this issue. I am aware of a faculty member who brings their own wireless
router to class when their students need wireless because the campus network is so unreliable.
[#1964434]
-----

Accessing Wi-Fi via my cellphone or iPad is hit or miss (mostly miss). [#1964436]
-----

There isn't adequate coverage all over campus. Also, it isn't easy enough to connect to WiFi. [#1964458]
-----

Increase the number of wireless routers on campus. [#1964497]
-----

Being able to have someone to help out when one is having issues as promptly as possible is important.
We do what we can to try and help ourselves out prior to calling for help. [#1964576]
-----

We need more wifi coverage near the classrooms. [#1964585]
-----

sporadic Wi-Fi coverage is a problem for some of my direct reports that rely on technology to
troubleshoot mechanical equipment. [#1964586]
-----

The Student Services Building 9B does not have adequate Wi-Fi coverage. [#1964609]
-----

I work in Bldgs 17, 18, and 19 There is NO Wi-Fi to speak of [#1964622]
-----

Mt. SAC needs to add a significant amount of Wireless Access Points throughout campus. Also there is
a wireless dead zone when you cross Walnut Drive. [#1964662]
-----

WiFi coverage is missing from many buildings, like the math building and science building those areas
and many more should be covered it should not be to hard to have those areas covered someone
shouls drive around and check the areas that are not covered it shouldn't take more than a day
[#1964954]
-----

Bldg 80 always has problems connecting to student network [#1964964]
-----

Wi-Fi is not available everywhere on campus. [#1965369]
-----

To whom it may?concern,? Wi-Fi should be available through out the whole campus in my opinion, but
for a fact be available in all of the classroom on campus. Students required access to the internet to
acquire information on the world wide web for resource on a topic of a lecture, to define a word they do
not comprehend, or assist students on a in class assignments. Here my story. My name is George Arlo
Torres. I am currently a half-time student during the spring semester of the year 2015 at Mount San
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Antonio College while I am on academic probation. I been attending Mt. Sac in and out since fall 2007.
At that time and still until this day I did not know that I have opportunities available to me that we help
me reach my educational goal in Mount sac which is to obtain my Associates in Science and a couple of
certificates then transfer to California Polytechnic State University of Pomona. It is not because I do not
know they exist. It is because I have not taken advantage of what is available to students including
myself of what Mt. Sac offers. Do not get me wrong. Once I did not know any of this program existed in
this institution that will help me and other students in reaching your ed goal, or in one self. What I am
trying to get at is that if this college invest and installed Wi-Fi router through the out buildings on campus
making Wi-Fi available to students in all classrooms statistically speaking grades, and understanding the
subject will improve gradually.? Well me for example I been a student since preschool. The one thing I
learn from my teachers from pre to high school and professors from college is to always ask question.
You might never know what you might discover. I suffering from social anxiety. Mentally I go through
panic attack just for wondering if I should ask the professor a question relating to the topic like to define
a word that I do not understand. I would not ask. Just because I am focusing on that one word I lost in
the lecture. If I had Wi-Fi in class I would of used my phone to define the word she used. Helping me to
be more involved in my classroom activity. No more building that anxiety to ask a question to your
professor. You just ask you phone. [#1965418]
-----

Honestly, there are very few places on campus where I can find reliable WIFI and usually those
"hotspots" are already packed full of people who have discovered that they can actually get WIFI there.
[#1965621]
-----

Many areas of the campus need a better wi-fi coverage, such as building 80. [#1965643]
-----

Wi-Fi is a very important thing that we need everywhere. The fact is that tons of people are using the Mt.
SAC internet service and it really slows down the server. If there was better internet it could benefit
professors in the fact that people won't skip their class when registration comes around. [#1965697]
-----

also great if that would happen but again, bad phone [#1965736]
-----

I, as well as many other students and faculty of the Music Department, wish to have a stronger WiFi
signal in the music building so that we can better share musical examples, sheet music, and musical
works to others in the department. There are many times that I and other students have tried to load
sheet music on our devices only to have to wait for a page that takes numerous minutes to load (and
sometimes nothing works at all). If a stronger signal to WiFi in the music building is possible (especially
in the practice rooms near the choir rooms and the upper band room), it would be much appreciated by
the Music Department. Thank you. [#1965791]
-----

More access points would be nice. It feels like there is only wifi connectivity in 30% of the school. Not all
students have access to mobile data or are under tight data constraints, and they may need to check
something on their portal right away or check for announcements in moodlerooms without having to go
to a computer lab. [#1965848]
-----

Some buildings do not have adequate wifi coverage for example the Health careers center. [#1965947]
-----

some bldgs have no wifi access [#1965966]
-----

I use my ipad at school a lot. I actually pay for data coverage because the WiFi at school never works.
[#1966002]
-----

can sometimes be slow [#1966029]
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-----

Stop buying garbage HP wireless access points, upgrade everything to Cisco or Ruckus gear. Deploy
radius servers for authentication so the wifi for students is encrypted so I don't have to run a VPN to
secure my connection. [#1966304]
-----

That is going to serve lots of students' needs. [#1966493]
-----

We either build more wifi towers... or we can have a 1-2 portable device limit. I find many students have
phones, laptops, ipads, tablets, watches, and other non essential devices hooked up to the wifi. If each
sign in account is given 2 items it can log in... this might limit the usage. limiting the student to phone
and one laptop. [#1966840]
-----

Better Wi-Fi [#1966847]
-----

mtsac wifi is really unreliable in many areas of campus such as the math buildings. there's also no
signal in there [#1967047]
-----

There are whole sections of the campus that do not have WIFI. Totally unacceptable. If large
municipalities can offer free WIFI at reliable strengths why is it so hard for mMt SAC (I realize state
funding is an issue but there must be some way to get an ISP to foot the bill) There a parts of the
campus where there is no cell service for certain carriers (ATT in the Ag area). [#1967095]
-----

Internet is kind of bad around campus! [#1967563]
-----

I have noticed some buildings don't have Wi-Fi access. [#1967924]
-----

Mt.SAC does has Wi-Fi and normally it's pretty good. Just a small suggestion, Wi-Fi should cover
throughout campus even in parking lot, WC, or school yard (not just inside the building.) [#1968050]
-----

Sometimes I can't find the school's Wi-fi on my phone. [#1968098]
-----

just stonger signals for the wifi. i understand there are a ton of students and the conection can be waaay
slow but thank you for the effort i appreciate it! [#1968107]
-----

Wi-fi is not available everywhere in campus. It is crucial to have better wi-fi [#1968277]
-----

The Wi-FI at school is absolutely terrible. It always tells me that it is not safe. And the internet
connection is very inconsistent throughout campus. [#1968442]
-----

I rarely find wifi readily available on campus [#1968636]
-----

The lab rooms have very poor coverage [#1968683]
-----

Wi-Fi is awesome! so having that to do homework at school or even while waiting for another class to
start would definitely help students. [#1968733]
-----

I see the wifi networks, but get thrown off about every 30 seconds, and so I disable the wifi services to
use the 4g network of my phone company [#1968806]
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-----

add a router to each building to further stretch and uphold internet capability [#1968830]
-----

It would be great to have good Wi-Fi throughout the campus, the Wi-fi now sucks and doesn't load fast
enough. [#1969398]
-----

mkae available through the whole campus not just certain buildings, which seems to be the case now
only working in a few selective buildings and none outside. [#1969585]
-----

WIFI doesn't work in technology building!! [#1969634]
-----

sometimes is hard to be able to get WIFI access [#1969733]
-----

Better Wifi range would be appreciated, some areas have better coverage than others. [#1970114]
-----

I have had some trouble accessing internet in some buildings. possibly due to thick iron walls.
[#1970119]
-----

It is frustrating having wifi coverage in some classrooms and not in others. The ones that do have it are
horribly slow, but it's still better than none at all. [#1970460]
-----

there are many areas disallowing wifi signals, should be improved thoroughly over the campus
[#1970553]
-----

Most of the time, the student WIFI doesn't work. I'm not sure if it's in a certain building but 90% of the
time I type in my portal ID & PW and I still don't get access. (LIMITED access, wifi with a yellow !)
[#1970609]
-----

For a class project my professor Teresa Beam said that if we needed to access you tube for a
presentation, be cautious because the Wi-Fi is very spotty. Wi-Fi could make a difference between an A
or B by making a power point more or less dynamic. [#1970617]
-----

The wi-fi coverage on campus is very poor. It is understandable to not receive any coverage in remote
areas such as the parking lot and the farm. However, on several occasions I have been unable to use
the Wi-Fi from the English building (67 I believe, U- shaped building, big monologue clock) and I have
found it entirely impossible to connect to Wi-Fi in the Math and Science Building (61). I would greatly
appreciate Wi-Fi in Building 61, as I spend quite a bit of time in classes and would like to use the quiet
study room there. [#1970628]
-----

WiFi will sometimes spontaneously disconnect when connected to MT. SAC Wi-Fi. Other classmates of
mine have also had this problem. [#1970847]
-----

More coverage around classrooms and in areas where students commonly sit and rest. [#1970935]
-----

My problem is that a lot of times I cannot access the WiFi in the library, which is the place needs WiFi
very much. Last year, 2014, I could not use WiFi during the entire Spring semester. I am happy that the
WiFi got fixed when I came back in Fall. I hope my school to maintain it. [#1971136]
-----
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WI-FI in areas next to B80! I am a student employee at the Horticulture Unit/Farm and we don't have
wi-fi to look up important information when we want to look up a plant or propagating procedures!The
nearest spot is inside B80 itself and maybe the park, but it would be very awesome if we could get a
hold of wi-fi closer to us! WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED!!!! [#1971250]
-----

having internet with wifi coverage is essential in learning [#1971704]
-----

When I have tried to use the wifi it can be really slow at times, but that could also be my iPhone 4 that's
going on 3 yrs old. I just use my 3G 99.9% of the time. Maybe it just gets slow if a ton of people use it?
Well can't control that, just go with the flow. [#1971933]
-----

the campus side opposite of the library rarely ever connects to the wifi [#1972149]
-----

we have no WiFi service on the farm F-1 and F-2 where students spend a lot of time working on
classwork/homework. we would appreciate this service [#1972205]
-----

There are many areas on campus where there is no wifi or a minimal signal. For example. There is
absolutely no wifi service in the lecture hall on the 2nd floor of building 61. [#1972417]
-----

Yes [#1972487]
-----

On campus there are areas with either limited or no access to the interned. Downloading recommended
material for lecture is difficult. [#1972713]
-----

More wifi access around campus. [#1972773]
-----

I think it'd be great to have actual working wifi on campus so i can do an assignment wherever i am on
my ipad [#1972785]
-----

Something needs to be done about the student Wi-Fi to make sure that students can connect to it
anywhere on campus in addition to it STAYING CONNECTED. [#1972805]
-----

There are a few buildings where wi-fi doesn't reach, but overall very good. [#1973197]
-----

There should be more wifi coverage outside the buildings for example student parking lots because
almost everyone waits in their car and try to use mt sacs student wifi service. [#1973350]
-----

No wifi internet is available for nursing students [#1973370]
-----

yes [#1973450]
-----

There is currently no wifi on campus. [#1973617]
-----

Wifi needs improvement ASAP. [#1973759]
-----

I would love to able to access to the student's wifi within the full campus area if possible, not just in a
certain class room or building. [#1973908]
-----
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I believe this is adequate as well, but I do not use it as much as I could. I like the messages left on my
phone of any disturbances going on at Mt Sac. [#1974226]
-----

Fix the troubleshoots that occur when connecting to the wi-fi [#1974247]
-----

The Wi-Fi Service around campus definitely needs to be improved. The ranges are terrible, and the
speed is crap if you're a student. Actually the speed is crap for staff too. [#1974254]
-----

I dont want to sign in wifi every times that i want to use and right now I even cannot use mtsac wifi at all.
[#1974340]
-----

The internet excellent while the Wi-Fi signal is very weak, or limited access. It would be nice if the Wi-Fi
covered all the campus so student could access it every where with strong signal. Because sometime
the capacity of the Lab is not enough for student when the midterm and final exam coming, Wi-Fi is a
second choice for whoever uses the laptop, tablet, or phone to access the internet for their assignments.
[#1974497]
-----

have wifi that is free and easily accesable [#1974560]
-----
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Having adequate cellular (or mobile) coverage throughout campus.

I have been informed this is a work in progress, but an issue that needs to be addressed, particularly
when in the Facilities buildings. [#1961280]
-----

There is limited to no cellular coverage in my area of campus. I have missed several urgent texts/calls
due to no/limited coverage. [#1961310]
-----

I never have a problem with that... [#1961367]
-----

Inside building 80 cell phone coverage is very limited. I am not sure what can be done to improve it.
[#1961545]
-----

There are a lot of dead zones on campus. [#1961596]
-----

At times, we are unable to look on our phones for information r/t course topics. [#1961657]
-----

I typically cannot access Mt. SAC wifi using my mobile device, including my phone and tablet. For some
reason my username and password do not work so I have to rely on cell service. UNfortunately I cannot
use cell data for my tablet. [#1961667]
-----

We need full coverage though out campus at all campus. [#1961668]
-----

My cell phone does not work reliably in my office. I have to stand outside away from the building to get
reception. That is not convenient because I cannot take notes or have my paperwork handy when I am
on the phone. [#1961685]
-----

My service is great with Verizon. I never have trouble but I hear from a lot of other people that they
cannot get service in many buildings. [#1961707]
-----

Since I can do most things with my cellular phone, having strong coverage is another very effective tool
with which I can take care of business. [#1961743]
-----

Having cell sites certain locations [#1961757]
-----

Coverage depends on the cellular company. I switched to Verizon because it was so much better on
campus than ATT (some years ago). That seems like something out of the control of the college.
[#1961810]
-----

Can you hear me now? [#1961834]
-----

Cellular gets spotty service in some buildings. [#1961853]
-----

I have spotty cellular coverage in most buildings. I had no cellular service while in sitting in the
Emergency Operations Center during our recent drill. [#1961901]
-----

better cell service in building 67A [#1961921]
-----

Allow wifi access for mobile devices, at least for faculty. [#1961986]
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-----

Cell coverage is weak in many areas of the campus [#1961997]
-----

There are some areas of campus where cell service is minimal at best. [#1962012]
-----

I do give my cell phone number out to my children's schools/doctors offices as my primary contact. If
there is an emergency, I either do not get the call at all, or I have to go outside and stand in the parking
lot to get reception. This wastes my time that I could be working. [#1962196]
-----

This is a must. I've been fortunate because I have Verizon. Others, not so much. This is a safety issue.
[#1962436]
-----

I see this as a safety issue not just a technology issue. WHen I am in bottom of building 6 I don't always
get cell service and what if it's an emergency? [#1962500]
-----

I use T-Mobile and have no issues, but I know some other employees (Sprint) that aren't quite as lucky.
[#1962551]
-----

AT&T is weak in bldgs. 23, 23A, 46,47,48, 50G and stadium areas. [#1962648]
-----

I have experienced difficulty getting a reliable connection in my area of campus (near building 4)
[#1962684]
-----

Cellular coverage is sketchy in our very building / work area. Many users have poor reception and signal
- this is very frustrating to our permanent staff and students alike. [#1962689]
-----

This is one of the few things that seems to work fairly reliably on-campus, at least with AT&T. I know
some colleagues with Verizon have complaints so I can't speak for them. [#1962696]
-----

Reception is horrible. When my childrens' school is calling my cellular in the event of an emergency, it if
often difficult to hear and therefore, communicate important information, resulting in my use of a landline
for personal reasons. [#1962777]
-----

Would be nice to have, but thankfully we have landlines. [#1962785]
-----

This is another area that needs attention. I rarely get service when I'm inside a building! [#1962801]
-----

Our emergency notification plan really depends on cellular coverage. We can't get the texts or calls if
there is no coverage. [#1962882]
-----

Lot of students bring their work on their mobile so having good coverage is important [#1962897]
-----

Parts of building 6 do not have cell coverage. [#1963054]
-----

I have spotty coverage with T-Mobile although there is a tower on campus. No coverage in some
buildings. [#1963065]
-----
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Cell service is always sketchy. Public safety has to have a second carrier phone for when the other is
down. [#1963130]
-----

no [#1963131]
-----

Working directly with students, it is often that they are unable to complete payment transactions by using
their cell phones due to the lack of wifi signal strength on campus. Often times we are trying to contact
their parents/guardians and are unable to due so because of the poor service. MSAC has an emergency
contact system to notify us of on-campus emergencies, more likely than not we do not receive these
notifications again because of poor signal strengths. [#1963347]
-----

Cell service in Building 46 does not exist. [#1963360]
-----

I have Verizon which is the reason I have excellent service. I don't think it is the campus' responsibility
per se. [#1963367]
-----

This should be another priority - we are in the 21st century- let's jump into it with the newest, latest ,
fastest, user-friendly internet & mobile equipment available for our students!! We need the highest level
of internet service for our students. [#1963393]
-----

In my office sometimes my cell phone does not work. [#1963452]
-----

I think the level of service has been excellent, there times when it's slow, but that is a small fraction of
the time. Your dept has done well providing the services we need to complete our task. [#1963504]
-----

I am always at music buildings. Some practice rooms have no cellular coverage at all. [#1963576]
-----

In general, this is not a problem, however I have found that at times, and because I cannot access the
secure server, this method can be agrivatingly unreliable while teaching. [#1963656]
-----

Same as above. Several of our faculty and so many students have had issues getting reception in this
area. [#1963727]
-----

I can usually make phone calls, but sometimes the connection is muddled. I have never been able to
access the WiFi on my phone, using both the student and staff networks. [#1963935]
-----

Although, I am not required to use my personal cell phone to conduct my job, having coverage in case of
emergency is extremely important! [#1963937]
-----

very important [#1964038]
-----

Could be better. [#1964106]
-----

I don't get cell coverage in my office in building 61. [#1964201]
-----

This is relatively unimportant to me, if I understand the question. I selected my provider based on the
places I wanted access--school, weekends, home, etc. It doesn't seem like a district issue. [#1964219]
-----
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Cellular service is not good in Bldg. 4. Not consistent. [#1964223]
-----

Currently, this is a problem, especially south of Temple Avenue. My understanding is that we need
additional cell repeaters and that we need to plan and budget for them. It is especially an issue for the
teams servicing the campus because we take most of our calls on our cell phones and when there is no
reception in a building it makes it hard to do our jobs. [#1964264]
-----

Incredibly important, especially during an emergency. Or during campus events and coordinating.
[#1964342]
-----

poor coverage if any on the south side of Temple. [#1964473]
-----

A necessity for timely communications and coordination of staff efforts! [#1964567]
-----

Install cellular repeater system for fringe areas on campus. Verizon and AT&T should be available in all
locations on campus. [#1964594]
-----

There is inadequate AT&T Cell Service on campus, even at my own desk. Unfortunately I had a family
emergency take place and because the cell service in the building was so inadequate, I didn't get the
message until I left for the day. Also emergency texts don't come through either. Another incident was
when Mt. SAC had the emergency drill, I should have received a phone call, it didn't come through to my
phone because of the poor cell service. If there would have been an emergency (like a shooter on
campus) I would have had no idea. [#1964662]
-----

Provide wifi throughout campus but not only inside buildings. [#1964804]
-----

I have HORRIBLE cellphone service on campus, especially in and near the M.A.R.C. :( [#1964872]
-----

I would not know how to improve this but man It is horrible to get cellular coverage in mtsac sometimes I
cannot even make a phone call and have to drive to the gas station to make a call [#1964954]
-----

Bldg 80 seems to have the most problems getting service [#1964964]
-----

Better service on every floor, more wi-fi spots for students [#1964966]
-----

Most places on campus do not provide adequate cellular coverage. [#1965369]
-----

My biggest problem is in building 80, the Ag classes. [#1965643]
-----

that'd be great but my phone is slow and outdated [#1965736]
-----

In building such as building 71 all sources of cell phone companies networking do not go though, and it
is very difficult to use if trying to do online work, when the wi-fi is not as strong. [#1966076]
-----

Deploy femtocells in the science buildings. [#1966304]
-----

The cellular coverage is pretty decent. [#1966847]
-----
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no signal in some the 26 buildings. fix that [#1967047]
-----

see above. [#1967095]
-----

I just Wi-Fi mostly, so cellular is not really important. ^_^ [#1968050]
-----

Coverage on campus is bad. Especially wifi [#1968343]
-----

I like how some classroom cut off the wifi so we can focus in the what the teacher is teaching us.
[#1968404]
-----

This needs to be improved especially in the Veterinary Technology building. [#1968442]
-----

The signal for cellular or any device that require Wi-Fi is not the adequate for the school. The use of
some amplifier or repeater will help the booster of the signal in campus. [#1968465]
-----

Many parts of campus feature poor cell reception, at least for AT&T. Discussing the option of repeaters
or adding new towers while construction is going at the school seems like a prudent option. [#1968636]
-----

Service does not always work in the lab rooms and if it is working, the service is very poor. [#1968683]
-----

It would be great if there could be internet coverage throughout the entire school. Sometimes I'm at th
schoold but in particular areas there is not interenet. It can be really frustrating. [#1968733]
-----

because mt sac is such a wide campus and some parts are underground in a waythere should be little
cellular towers if possible. [#1968830]
-----

i think is mainly on the cellular provider and not mt.sac [#1969634]
-----

in some areas through campus it is really difficult to get cellular covarage..., specially if you are in the
TMARC [#1969733]
-----

in the parking lots, the cellular coverage is minimal [#1969764]
-----

I usually have adequate cellular service on campus except when I am in the Math and Science Building
(61). I frequently miss phone calls when I am in the Bio Resource Room or the TMARC. Text messages
usually do not reach my phone until I leave the building. I do not know if this is a structural issue with the
building, but it is a great frustration. [#1970628]
-----

Some areas throughout campus are typically not within wi-fi range, so it is not always accessible to get
wi-fi data through a phone when needed. [#1970912]
-----

Building 61 has horrible service for T-Mobile. often no data at all. [#1971107]
-----

Having more student and teacher electronic communication because some times students become
unavailable and do not have time to physically meet with teachers [#1971364]
-----
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I understand using cellular in classrooms in not conductive to learning, however it is essential to
communicate with others if needed. [#1971704]
-----

internet sometimes break and cannot get back onto it. [#1971896]
-----

no coverage inside many of the bigger buildings, like the science building [#1972149]
-----

Not sure about other carriers, but T-mobile coverage is pretty bad here. With the school wifi slow as it is,
I can hardly even tether my data from my phone to my laptop because the coverage is so bad. I have
talked to T-mobile and they said that they are hoping to make an attempt to create a stronger signal that
will also penetrate the buildings so we can receive service inside the buildings in 6 months. However, I'm
not sure how reliable this information is. [#1972417]
-----

There is 0 cellular service in the Animal Science areas. Specifically building 80. Once I step foot into the
building, all service is completely gone (and I can't connect to the Wi-Fi there either). [#1972805]
-----

Make sure it works with all providers. However, If any of these improvements or changes are going to
result in higher fees for students, then find another way or do not make the changes. Students have
enough difficulty with the costs as it is already. [#1972987]
-----

the coverage for major cellular companies is horrible dropped calls [#1973370]
-----

There are areas on campus, where I have no cellular signal [#1973593]
-----

In some buildings service is horrible. [#1973759]
-----

Certain classrooms/buildings have absolutely no signal, wifi or mobile, and not even the faculty know
why. [#1973934]
-----

Someday it's slow and others extremely fast [#1974247]
-----

Seeing how the Campus is up in the hills cell coverage is terrible, build more cell towers, disquise them
as palm trees. [#1974251]
-----

Have strong coverage all over campus [#1974560]
-----
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Having Web sites and online services that are easy to use.

Mt sac portal is fine. EMAIL (Lotus Notes) is terrible. PLEASE GIVE US GMAIL LIKE THE
STUDENTS!!!!!!!!! This is the only IT issue I have and as you can see I feel strongly about it. Lotus
Notes is a VASTLY inferior system to Gmail and it makes my job so much harder. All other programs and
services managed by IT are great. No other complaints. [#1961304]
-----

I would love to have some say or control in how the Mt. SAC website is set up, especially for our
department. I also am not a fan of Lotus notes for email although it has gotten better and easier to use
over time. Banner works well and is easy to navigate. I do feel that students do not check whatever
email address we receive from them because the feedback is that they do not get emails that I send (or
at least not in a timely manner.) [#1961367]
-----

Are important because the students will using online services more [#1961441]
-----

I know this is a work in progress, so I will keep this to a minimum. Data and info for some departments is
hard to find. [#1961596]
-----

Our web site is dated, and the campaign to improve Mt. SAC's web site is underway will be useful. But I
think bringing in a professional expert web company would be forth the money investment. Our web site
needs to look more professional, have usability be seamless, and the search engine be more accurate.
[#1961601]
-----

Many of the campus websites don't have dept hours, locations, or phone numbers. [#1961623]
-----

The website and downloading restrictions are quite stringent and does not allow me, at times, to access
or be able to perform what i need to complete. i.e. even a site of compiling a crossword puzzle!
[#1961624]
-----

The campus website is too convoluted, too much information, too many pages, too many broken links.
Department info is woefully out of date. [#1961634]
-----

There are still too many clicks to get where I want on the Mt. SAC website, but it is not hard to use.
Regarding Lotus notes - my students are supposed to send me large files to check before they present
them in class. Sometimes they are too large to go through. I do tell them to save their powerpoints as
pdfs, but surprisingly, many students don't seem to know how to do this. Moodlerooms seems to limit
space to upload pictures, videos, etc. There should be more space for student and teacher sharing
information. [#1961643]
-----

I have difficulty in accessing email from the classroom. However, the website apps seemed to be
accessible when I want to use the internet. [#1961653]
-----

Some Mt. SAC websites are out of date or do not provide current links. The library website is nearly
impossible to navigate. [#1961667]
-----

I don't think our website is easy to use. I liked the previous employee website. All forms should be easily
available and the current version of the form should be posted. I've used online versions of forms from
the website and been told that I've used an out-of-date form. [#1961681]
-----

This is essential when we are looking up product data for projects. There is a fair amount of research to
be done when designing and it will be great to have a reliable internet and online service. [#1961685]
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-----

The class search and registration screens need improvement. There should not be the registration
search page where you can check a box to add. Even when a waitlist is closed it let's you check the box
(the seat is open only to the first person on the waitlist). This feature causes a lot of confusion for
students. [#1961707]
-----

It's important to have web sites that are easy to use and search for information. It'd be helpful to be able
to have more complex search capacity, such as range of dates, exact words, any words, etc..
[#1961763]
-----

I frequently end up on pages with 404 errors or that have little to no actual information. [#1961769]
-----

BURN Lotus notes! Please!! Bring us into the twenty-first century. PLEASE. Are we the only institution
on the planet that stills uses the old hamster-wheel e-mail? [#1961834]
-----

It's not always easy to find department websites within the Mt.SAC website. The employee website
should have links to each of the divisions and all departments under them. Links to forms are
sometimes out of date, often links say 'webpage cannot be found'. Search doesn't help much.
[#1961853]
-----

I have trouble answering emails on certain computers/tablets - not sure if it is a Mt SAC issue or my
issue [#1961885]
-----

Essential [#1961914]
-----

Some links on the mtsac.edu site do not work. [#1961960]
-----

Many links are broken, and accessing what appears to be the same link from different parts of the web
site actually leads to different pages. Many are outdated, so viewers get different information at different
times. [#1961980]
-----

The Banner system for budget info is cumbersome and very time consuming. It would be nice if the
web-based version was useful for more than approving purchase orders. [#1962012]
-----

I tried to download evaluation forms this weekend, found the link and clicked. The result was "Not
Found". Please make the links work!!!! [#1962089]
-----

I find it hard to find resources I need on the Mt. SAC websites about once a month. For example, to buy
the parking passes this year, we needed to find instructions on the Portal and submit a form. The
instructions were not in the Parking Self-Service link, but somewhere else that I can't even remember
now. And to get to the Print Shop (a WONDERFUL online service), you have to know that it's part of IT
first. That's not intuitive. Suggestion: build more redundancy into the Portal and Mt. SAC web. Do more
beta testing to maximize intuitiveness of navigation. [#1962167]
-----

More training (for faculty and students) would be great! [#1962238]
-----

If these services are not easy, students go elsewhere. These services should be intuitive and employ
universal design methods. [#1962436]
-----
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End users complain about accessibility for some online services such as Quickr and similar products
conflicting with Java and Flash Player. [#1962586]
-----

Need a better solution to output MAP "What if" scenario to distance students. Current use of SnagIt is
not easy to use or support. [#1962648]
-----

Our e-mail system (Lotus?) is antiquated, slow, and at-times unreliable. Please switch to Office 365 or
Gmail or anything works better. MS Exchange is preferred, SharePoint would be nice. [#1962696]
-----

Individual campus websites are inconsistent in providing information to students. [#1962767]
-----

The TimeSheet service online is incredibly difficult to use and clunky. It is so easy to enter the wrong
information. It doesn't look like a calendar so it is unintuitive. I am annoyed that the Student/Employee
Portal isn't branded, but labeled as a half dozen different things. "My MtSAC", "My Portal", "Banner",
"The Portal", etc. [#1962785]
-----

Would allow me to utilize links to my Moodleroom class. [#1962862]
-----

The current Mt. SAC site is full of dead links and is not clickable. Information is not readily accessed. It
is a time suck for those of us who are pressed for time. [#1962921]
-----

College website is sometimes difficult and cumbersome to use. ie., the college catalog that is a pdf only
and doesn't always search adequately - HR failure to post newest contracts in a timely manner (not
really an IT problem). [#1963072]
-----

Banner is very difficult to use is you do not use it on a regular basis. [#1963076]
-----

no update and change the selection item every week. very difficult to follow and select [#1963131]
-----

Provide a department chair website with all of the pertinent information. What criteria defines easy to
use? [#1963273]
-----

MoodleRooms especially is way too complicated. [#1963294]
-----

I don't find out web site to be user friendly AT ALL. We seem to be in a constant state of change, some
pages within one department have multiple sites, i.e., Human Resources. Some information is contained
in the older style, while other information is in a "new" location. I'm frustrated as an employee, I can only
imagine how an external customer would feel. [#1963335]
-----

Can't we just hire someone from another college whose website we like? Why are we trying to reinvent
the wheel wit the same people? The cream colored background and all of it are just so OLD and it's so
hard to use. Ugh. Looks like 1991 online. Students hate it. Nobody updates their area. We need IT to
have people on staff who liaise with every department to monitor their websites and push for updated
content - and then IT should put it in. No reason there should be such varying quality by area, but also
no reason to expect 400 people at the college to all have the same web skills. [#1963375]
-----

My experience with ease of using online services are mainly with services such as printing services or
school dude. Both of these online service are easy to maneuver and use. I find both of these online
services very efficient & user friendly. My only issue with school dude is there should be a place to click
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for "emergency" or "come quick" or "needs to be done NOW" example- a spill that might be hazardous if
someone slips or an overflowing toilet. (this would be after the maintenance staff can''t be reached on
the phone) I know we can call public safety, but school dude should have that option on their page.
[#1963393]
-----

Our Mt. SAC search engine is very poor. [#1963436]
-----

I have spent many wasted hours searching for staff resources etc. There are also many dead URL
addresses in the campus web. [#1963449]
-----

Website needs to be updated a cleaned up. Searching at times pulls up old screens with old information.
[#1963459]
-----

The web site is horrible. The Mt. SAC home page is nothing but useless news, and finding simple things
like how much it costs to go to school at Mt. SAC is nearly impossible to find. Stop designing the way
managers or faculty want and design web sites that students can use! [#1963512]
-----

Reduce navigation options and streamline user web flows throughout content. [#1963541]
-----

College websites are very difficult to navigate, making it hard to find the information that is needed.
[#1963558]
-----

PLEASE eliminate lotus notes and let faculty use gmail like the student do. I get ocean's of spam on my
lotus account and NOT on my gmail account. In addition I use 3rd party product and host my materials
off campus because campus services don't match external providers (google+, trello, blogger, cpanel,
shell access etc) [#1963619]
-----

It would take a campus wide effort. I feel that instructor, department, program and informational links on
the Mt.SAC website need to be updated more frequently. [#1963824]
-----

There often seem to be too many steps requited to access sites and input data, such as dropping
students, inputting grades, etc. Also, it seems that the servers are not able to handle the amount of
traffic they sometimes get. [#1963865]
-----

Students do not want to "hunt" for help. [#1963937]
-----

Why are mtsac websites (especially our email) so 'sensitive' to Internet Explorer and now Safari. The
only one I can use to access it at present is Google Chrome, which I don't use for any other application?
[#1964058]
-----

I feel our website is a bit overwhelming at times and information is hard to find. It has been modified
several times, but it still seems to be missing something. [#1964062]
-----

Our website is not easy to use. [#1964106]
-----

Our websites are not always easy to navigate. Finding things and accurate information is not always
easy, and could be improved. [#1964166]
-----
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Reduce the clutter on the campus web pages. While pretty, graphics and fancy nested overlay menus
make for a terrible user experience --- especially on mobile. Still notice that there is not a final exam
calendar online that is easily accessible. [#1964201]
-----

I'm in bldg. 48 so cell service is not all ways the best. I also think the I.T. Panels on the wall down here
should be incased some how. [#1964230]
-----

Only if they are seamless (require no paperwork, training seminars, board approval etc), invisible,
optional and actually useful [#1964249]
-----

I think that we should separate all the campus staff and faculty information and move it off the main
website and onto the portal. Most staff would prefer to only use the portal for their day-to-day work. The
MtSAC website should really be for prospective students. My understanding is that existing students
also prefer to use the portal. [#1964264]
-----

I would like internet sites that have faster speeds and better wifi services [#1964289]
-----

Most services work well, but directory services (finding specific people/areas when you aren't sure
where to look) are still not as easy as they could be. WebCMS needs to work with more than just IE!
[#1964434]
-----

Mt. SAC employs firewalls that make it difficult to communicate with colleagues in central and eastern
Europe. [#1964458]
-----

I must confess that the Mt SAC website is in **dire** need of a re-do. It appears incredibly out-dated.
The look and feel of the website is antiquated. The information is not always updated, and as chair of a
department these days I am unaware of how to update all the information in an efficient fashion. The
website does not match the forward vision of our school. [#1964469]
-----

Mt. SAC web site is so complicated and very hard to use. The layout and look is very nice but looking for
specific information is hard. [#1964585]
-----

Current site is difficult to navigate. [#1964602]
-----

Moodlerooms is atrocious! Moodle is fine, Moodlerooms is a Joke [#1964622]
-----

The Banner Web Self Service could definitely be improved! [#1964654]
-----

Web links on the main mtsac.edu website are very unorganized even CIS professors would not use it
and instead use Google to allow them to find something on the main site. [#1964954]
-----

Information on parking permits is not clear. Different parts of the website gave conflicting information
(old information may still be available when policies have changed). Hours for the Burser's office was not
readily available. [#1965672]
-----

provide more educational websites and material for research . [#1966465]
-----

More access in more locations. [#1966847]
-----
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See above comments about portal. [#1967095]
-----

I think this is the number one thing for students [#1967665]
-----

try and make it easier to link students school email with their ourside email. it gets hard having to check
work school social life and if students attend multiple colleges can get confusting if they have to check
14 different email. [#1968107]
-----

The way all of the sites are broken apart and linked together is confusing and even frustrating. The
investment into a cohesive single system should be a priority for the school given the increasing
importance of technology. [#1968636]
-----

I really hate that my Gmail has to be unlocked by first going through the portal, and that I cannot access
it directly through my phone without several levels of additional help or training. [#1968806]
-----

I find it may be excessive for students to search for course materials in three (3) different locations:
student portal (My Courses), Moodle, AND instruction.mtsac.edu. Some professors are kind enough to
post in multiple locations for newer students who haven't figured out the websites. I would also like to be
able to sign in to the @student.mtsac.edu email account remotely without having to navigate the portal,
especially since I am unable to on my phone's browser. However, I am satisfied that I have lost less
emails since the switch to google accounts. [#1970628]
-----

Mt Sac has a fairly pathetic record when it comes to this... [#1971288]
-----

Is not easy to use at the math building (Building 61), alway got cut off, I can even use my on cell phone
internet. [#1971807]
-----

The student website is outdated and looks way too busy. It's distracting. [#1972260]
-----

Yes [#1972487]
-----

I think the portal can appear complicated to use, It can be a lot more simple. [#1973617]
-----
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Having online services that enhance the teaching and learning experience.

Mt sac portal is fine. EMAIL (Lotus Notes) is terrible. PLEASE GIVE US GMAIL LIKE THE
STUDENTS!!!!!!!!! This is the only IT issue I have and as you can see I feel strongly about it. Lotus
Notes is a VASTLY inferior system to Gmail and it makes my job so much harder. All other programs and
services managed by IT are great. No other complaints. [#1961304]
-----

Sometimes when you return to work after a day off or weekend, you can tell changes have been made
to your computer. There is no help or assistance to let you know about the changes. [#1961435]
-----

Na [#1961441]
-----

Again we need more than Moodlerooms and email. [#1961517]
-----

Publishers are now providing online, interactive features which we cannot reliably use in the classroom
because student access (for academic purposes) is often impossible. I have heard of some schools that
have put download or data limits on users so that the wi-fi is not bogged down by gaming or watching
movies. [#1961634]
-----

Having to learn and caption videos ourselves has limited my course offerings. That should not be my job
and the college offers no support, thus limiting access to materials I could use in class. I'm not sure if
this is the right place to write this, but all the firewalls also limit my ability to access apps and other
functions that could make my classes more interesting. As they are, the workarounds drag class time
and frustrate me. We should be able to access more educational features. Examples: Prezi needs the
computer specially reconfigured - maybe they were just late in updating the computer, I don't know.
PollEverywhere - I couldn't use the app. [#1961643]
-----

Moodlerooms crashes frequently. I would like turnitin or other anti-plagiarism software. [#1961667]
-----

The service should be high but I put N/A because I don't know anything about the services we have.
[#1961707]
-----

each department should have a website that is up-to-date. Every Faculty should have a website that has
links to syllabus, course materials, office hours, contact info, etc.. [#1961763]
-----

I use google docs with colleagues to support collaborative work- [#1961769]
-----

n/a [#1961789]
-----

Spent time developing courses for BlackBoard only to have college change to Moodlerooms. This was
difficult to learn and eventually abandoned. Thank God for Printing Services. [#1961889]
-----

Unable to access many video links for instruction. They are normally blocked. [#1961980]
-----

Give students access to the internet through Wi-Fi. It's annoying that they cannot search and download
important documents in class. [#1961986]
-----

I would like to have access to an online grading system other than Moodlerooms. Their grading system
is very cumbersome. [#1962089]
-----
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Crucial for the 21st century. We need to keep pace, as hard as that is. [#1962436]
-----

Absolutely essential, however we also need to have the necessary tools so that students are able to
access these online services. Such as more notebooks in classrooms and more connected mobile
devices. [#1962551]
-----

Support for online teaching is important. There needs to be more dialog in what are the needs to
facilitate the online teaching as it is here to stay and it is very popular [#1962897]
-----

Moodle and myportal get jammed. The services slow down, and we online and hybrid instructors lose
data and cannot conduct class as we need. This should not occur. [#1962921]
-----

I cannot access Moodlerooms unless I complete a two (or three?)-day training session that is only
offered once or twice a year. I haven't been available for those training sessions, so I use Course Studio,
which is often confusing for students. I also have to repost the same links and files every semester on
Course Studio, which is an onerous task. I've tried using the consolidated feature, but it doesn't tend to
work for files. I am sure it is an issue of me not knowing how to navigate the system effectively, but I
haven't been able to figure it out. [#1963037]
-----

I like Moodlerroms, however, several pulishers do not recognize Moodlerooms and do not create support
materials for that learning management system. [#1963076]
-----

no [#1963131]
-----

Having online workshops available for professional development would be a welcome addition.
[#1963157]
-----

Of course. I can't image a life without technology. [#1963273]
-----

I think online education is a scam at the level where we teach. A scam for the faculty who use it, the
manners who book it and the students who take it. For 93% of students in there nothing transformational
will ever happen in those classes, cheating is RAMPANT, and real learning is non-existent. Faculty like
the convenience of it - let's finally be honest about it. It's all about not driving to work, not doing as much
work, and doing lots of overload. For admins it's about not losing students to other colleges. For
students it is convenient and makes cheating a breeze - and they THINK will be easier. The quality of
most of what we are offering online is unethical and a joke. So do we need better tools? Um - maybe.
But the tools are not the issue. We need to have an honest discussion about why we are doing this at all
and look at how we can either do it right or cut WAY back on it. [#1963375]
-----

I do not deal directly with the teaching end of the online services, but I do help students access these
services like using moodlerooms, professors websites and study links. When information is put on these
services they need to be consistent in the delivery for the students. It is hard for students to navigate
these different places and some of the materials are easily accessible while others are not. Sometimes
professors load huge power point files on these sites and they are difficult to open &download
depending on their device the student is opening it on. Is there any standards for the material to be put
on the online site like moodlerooms?? [#1963393]
-----

Moodlerooms sucks. Find something new and better for students. The class web pages are difficult to
work with and they look ghastly. The designer should be fired. [#1963512]
-----
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It appears that several tools exist on campus but they are either of a specific use or nature. Educational
institutions should look (and demand) from software providers a new an innovative collaborative solution
that is easy to use, has a solid foundation that can grow vertically across student and faculty needs. A
cross between the look and feel of a social media application, a project management application and
communication tools like chat/forums/messaging/calendaring/scheduling and meetings, that can replace
email. [#1963541]
-----

Access to the library's on demand resources has proven especially difficult to find!!! [#1963656]
-----

I miss not having "SAM". It was an effective tool for classroom instruction and student feedback. It
worked for me. [#1963672]
-----

Hard to online assignments when students can't access the wifi [#1963786]
-----

Modlerooms is slow and clumsy. [#1963865]
-----

Perhaps having access to on-line tools like grammar programs, labs, and such would be beneficial to
students. [#1964062]
-----

Again, the whole point of having web pages is to enhance the teaching and learning environment. (aside
from informing others about the campus) Web pages that are hard to navigate or provide inaccurate
information do not enhance any teaching or learning, nor are they informative to faculty, staff, students,
or the community. [#1964166]
-----

Ed2Go and Lynda.com would be helpful. Also recording current trainings on campus for employees to
view. [#1964233]
-----

In my position, I have never used them. All I can say is that I really support the use of online services as
yet another teaching tool. [#1964264]
-----

One should not have to go through training and certification to use Moodle as an ancillary to a
face-to-face class. [#1964321]
-----

ONE critical need--from the perspective of an English instructor--is the opportunity to utilize online
student portfolios, which can be "portable" over the length and duration of a student's enrollment at
SAC. The CCCCO has adopted and recommended that student portfolios become a part of the student
record of performance; this standard has long been embraced by accreditation agencies and
professional academic organizations--such as the National Council of Teachers of English and Teaching
English in the Two-Year College. BlackBoard and MoodleRooms have not been able to accommodate
this tool, and most, if not all, universities utilize their own servers for this purpose. The Academic
Senate, of course, should originate this request as a result of a collaborative task force examination
process; that process has not yet occurred, but it is certainly a student-success initiative that must be
addressed in the near future. [#1964441]
-----

I have to print current nursing licenses and at times the computer is not able to provide this online
service [#1964537]
-----

Again, what would these be?!?! Moodlerooms? Dropbox? That is pretty weak I realize that we have
access to create our own webpages, which I am doing That is very nice!!! [#1964622]
-----
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Many teachers are communication assignments, documents etc online. I think that the Course Studio
needs an upgrade. Also, Blackboard is SOO Difficult to use. I've taken some online classes at other
schools and never had such a difficult time with a program before. [#1966002]
-----

More faculty needs to use noodle rooms on a regular basis. Have access to presentations and grade
book is of the highest value. My core studio is less robust and pretty useless. Actually, the whole portal
is a pain to use. The UX design is awful. I know the portal isn't technology created by Mt SAC but
consider other vendor as soon as your contract is up. The some of the most important features are not
usable for iOS users--- and definitely not on iPhones. Make it a real hassle to pay and look up things on
mobile device. [#1967095]
-----

If there are any I have no idea! [#1967563]
-----

Moodle Room and Studio classroom are very old and not up to date. [#1968343]
-----

Online courses are severely lacking and moodlerooms is clunky at best, if not down right poorly laid out
and in need of a remodel. This should also be a point of strong investment to allow for the learning
process to continue outside of class and in a more meaningful way. [#1968636]
-----

Probably exists but making them available is necessary. [#1968806]
-----

There are too many clicks to get anywhere on the website. Moodle rooms for example, I have to go to
the elearning tab then click into moodlerooms then into my classes then into my class. My biggest issue
with the Mtsac website though is how busy it looks, It's distracting. [#1972260]
-----

It would be nice if all teachers put their work on moodlerooms. It makes the learning experience slightly
easier and not as stressful. not a lot of people can afford printers. Being able to use moodle rooms
instead of turning in papers would save a lot of trees. [#1972416]
-----

Yes [#1972487]
-----

If any of these improvements or changes are going to result in higher fees for students, then find another
way or do not make the changes. Students have enough difficulty with the costs as it is already.
[#1972987]
-----

Services thus far have been very well. [#1973197]
-----

I don't completely know how the wifi runs at school but maybe having more hot spots would help
[#1973736]
-----
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Having technology services that allow me to collaborate effectively with others.

Lotus notes continues to be cumbersome. Especially with all the students migrating to gmail. I know
there are legal issues, but I find it difficult to believe there isn't some solution that would allow us to use
the same platform as the students. [#1961317]
-----

We need much more than Moodlerooms and Lotus -- especially to teach distance and hybrid. And why
aren't we able to create faculty websites. [#1961517]
-----

There must be something better than Quickr. [#1961596]
-----

I would like to know how to share screens so my team members can collaborate more effectively with
me when we are at our respective offices. [#1961685]
-----

it'd be more efficient and effective to have tools for online meeting and collaboration. [#1961763]
-----

Would like an easy to use instant messenger that can be used on mobile and desktop for all employees
across campus. [#1961789]
-----

Ideally we would have live sharing tools similar to what Google offers. Repositories are OK but not as
useful as sharing a document that all can edit. My team just uses the Google tools and we all got
Chrome to facilitate using the tools. [#1961810]
-----

Is my cell phone considered technology? When is MTSAC going to pay me for all of the work that I do
on my cell phone? [#1961834]
-----

Off-campus as well. Web meetings, web conferences, video chats would be GREAT! [#1961914]
-----

Lotus Notes doesn't work well for iPad, giving false messages as to the status of an email, filling in fields
with partial addresses, and failing to send other emails. It also doesn't allow access to folders lower on
the Mailbox tree. [#1961980]
-----

A messenger service available in Moodlerooms would be helpful. [#1961986]
-----

Quickr has problems. We should adopt something like Google Docs [#1961997]
-----

Lotus Notes is clunky and requires a lot of navigation. Outlook seems to work better for institutions and
organizations. [#1962012]
-----

It would be great to have Google Docs or Share Point. The Quickr service is very cumbersome.
[#1962270]
-----

We recently transitioned our student email to Gmail and allowed them access to Google Apps. We
should roll this out for employees as well because Google Apps such as Hangouts and Docs offer all
sorts of neat ways to collaborate. With that being said, we should also offer training in those areas so
that people can use them effectively. [#1962551]
-----

I love this idea. I do a class that would improve with better tech resources. [#1962634]
-----
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Not on campus, our infrastructure sucks. Why use e-mail, Skype, Google Hangouts, etc., and all these
other wonderful things if we cannot get basic Wi-Fi to work? [#1962696]
-----

The availability of meeting spaces with technology is quite limited. [#1962767]
-----

Currently not aware of technology for collaboration. Would like to learn more about what is out there and
get training on it. [#1962870]
-----

not an issue - communication good [#1963072]
-----

I would like a better Dropbox type system where various people can edit a document. [#1963076]
-----

no Do not support faculty website [#1963131]
-----

While this sounds good, I have 157 emails in my box waiting for me to respond. I don't know if I could
collaborate any more and still get my work done. [#1963273]
-----

We need adobe connect for meetings and tech enabled conference rooms. [#1963375]
-----

Faster better internet connection [#1963393]
-----

A project software program for faculty to work on projects together online would be great [#1963409]
-----

Quickr is not very helpful. [#1963436]
-----

Having the ability to video conference for meetings would be super! If the conference room had a screen
and projector or monitor, we could use Skype or even Firefox's new "Hello" built right in the browser. I
could attend the meeting without having to be there. [#1963512]
-----

Purchase mitel's MiCollab software: it allows us to incorporate and be available via cell phone without
giving bing our cell phone to others, plus many other collaboration essentials. [#1963523]
-----

In all honesty, I'm unaware of these services to begin with, but it sounds like an amazing resource!!!
[#1963656]
-----

It would be nice to have a program similar to google docs that I can use to share information with a
small group of co-workers. The current method only allows me to share items with the entire
department. [#1963824]
-----

Again, no computer = no work! [#1963937]
-----

Since the change to google mail for students and not faculty, many students seem to be experiencing
problems receiving faculty mass/class e-mails. [#1964062]
-----

Only if they are seamless (require no paperwork, training seminars, board approval etc), invisible,
optional and actually useful [#1964249]
-----
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This is how business is being done today. Personally, I find the use of CCC Confer "Meet & Confer"
module clunky and not easy to to use. It is hard to switch between multiple software programs. I come
from the corporate world where my expectation is that I am able to connect quickly and easily and that I
am able to toggle between content from multiple sources (web, powerpoint, pdf, word, excel, etc). I
prefer GoToMeeting or JoinMe. I have never tried to do a direct video conference on the campus, but the
ability to show the content on a large screen and share it remotely with another group would be great.
[#1964264]
-----

Not all technology systems are updated on campus. several student computers are slow. needing
adapters for MAC computers. More communication between event services and IT on what equipment
to provide. [#1964342]
-----

Get rid of Lotus Notes, use GMail or Exchange. [#1964594]
-----

Again, what would these be?!?! Moodlerooms? Dropbox? That is pretty weak [#1964622]
-----

my only gripe is i cannot hook up mtsac email to my phone so i often miss impt announcements from
teachers [#1965966]
-----

Even with students outside the classroom. [#1966847]
-----

Again, more use of moodle rooms by faculty. Encouraging students to post for class info, collaborating,
etc. Moodle rooms is the best assets Mt Sac has and most instructors don't use it. Wasted money and
time. [#1967095]
-----

Probably exists but making them available is necessary. [#1968806]
-----

I frequently find myself forwarding links/files to other students through email outside of the portal, if it
were possible to upload that data (even temporarily) in an online space that students could access,
group/project work would not necessitate being in the same location/room with other students.
[#1968904]
-----

Sure. Some students are too shy to ask questions face to face, so they can communicate with his or her
classmates through the technology services. [#1969238]
-----

I think that since the mtsac email is the official modde of communicating with staff and classmates, the
mtsac email should be more accessible. I am unable to access the "myportal.mtsac.edu" website on my
phone's browser, so I usually only check my student email from home, at which point several hours have
passed since updates or questions have been sent. [#1970628]
-----

mobile portal app is not stable always crashing. [#1972205]
-----

If any of these improvements or changes are going to result in higher fees for students, then find another
way or do not make the changes. Students have enough difficulty with the costs as it is already.
[#1972987]
-----

yes [#1973450]
-----

It would be nice have a another student library, that is just purely computers. [#1974251]
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Having systems that provide timely access to data that informs decision-making.

Lotus Notes crashes/freezes daily. (log out/in to be able to continue) This impacts the ability to read and
respond to email timely along with planning and meeting scheduling. [#1961310]
-----

The biggest problem has been being able to access the data off-campus. We have too many security
restrictions that prevents faculty from accessing certain systems, unless they have a VPN account. Take
Argos for example. It's a reporting tool that should be easily accessible off-campus. [#1961348]
-----

Data storage could be better. [#1961596]
-----

The classroom technology seems to be severely out of date. When I bring in my thumb drive from home,
Microsoft has to go through a lengthy setup process which cuts into class time. In addition, the overhead
projector is not aligned correctly and often vibrates until it warms up. Help. [#1961653]
-----

I think I could benefit from having two screens so I don't have to wait for each program (like email) to
open up and insert a password. This will speed up my productivity. [#1961685]
-----

I don't think Argos gives the info. we think or want it to give. Sometimes you click on a report and once
you're in it the report is a different #. [#1961707]
-----

Not using a lot of this, but if the information assisted my decision making (perhaps managers and
administrators), I'd want it quickly. [#1961766]
-----

I think overall the college is excellent, but IT always has more volume of needs than staffing to meet the
needs. [#1961810]
-----

Many links are broken, and accessing what appears to be the same link from different parts of the web
site actually leads to different pages. Many are outdated, so viewers get different information at different
times. [#1961980]
-----

When scheduling a room for class meetings or other meetings, it would be nice to know if there are
currently problems with technology in those rooms. [#1961986]
-----

I have no idea what that statement means. [#1961990]
-----

Currently, our access-based system provides most of our data. It would be nice if Banner could provide
most of the data. Unfortunately, we had to create our own system, which by the way works great!! It's
not ideal to have 2 separate systems, too many errors can occur. [#1961996]
-----

Banner does not lend itself to "timely access" to anything budget related. [#1962012]
-----

The College purchased a set of desk top computers that we didn't need. What we desperately needed
was a set of laptops (used on a daily basis in our general chemistry lab curriculum). It would have been
nice if the Department had been given the opportunity to explain why the desktop computers were not
needed but the laptops are a necessary part of our daily curriculum. I suggest the the College create a
system where faculty and Department input is requested and respected. [#1962089]
-----

Difficult to access reports for timely decision making. [#1962767]
-----
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Departments always want to list the classes they have from the Catalog, we need to be able to provide
this information dynamically. [#1962785]
-----

Difficult to find information admist plethora of information [#1962870]
-----

This can be crucial to our decision-making process. Sometimes it heavily depends on internet speed
and access. [#1962914]
-----

Must have! [#1962921]
-----

SCSM runs incredibly slow and the search function is practically unusable. [#1963054]
-----

very slow and after 5 years comunication [#1963131]
-----

This would be extremely helpful. The information, however, should be delivered instead of me figuring
out how to generate the data. [#1963273]
-----

At inopportune times, the system just spins and spins. [#1963294]
-----

There seems to be an inadequate amount of server resources. When I had asked about server
performances, it appears we have too many services running on the servers we have. So, more
resources given to servers would be good. [#1963307]
-----

Right now this information is held by just a few people and requires specialized training to access it.
Meanwhile I can run data for clean water in an African village, search the whole US census, or do
detailed searches on ancient Roman trading routes using other databases. We should have full
sunshine access to ALL program data at the college. Anyone - on or off campus - should be able to see
how Bridge students are doing in their subsequent classes and the pass rates of athletes in Math. Or
the salaries of administrative staff and the calendar and location of our VP Fiscal Services (just as an
example)... [#1963375]
-----

Here, I would find statistics such as long-term retention of students after taking my class helpful
[#1963409]
-----

Having the ability to access certain Banner options. [#1963459]
-----

Easier access to research data. Assistance with submitting research data requests. [#1963468]
-----

I don't believe this is much of an IT responsibility as it is an organizational one. From what I have
observed, IT does a good job of providing solutions. The real questions that need to be asked at an
institutional level are: Are our processes streamlined to the benefit of our students, faculty and staff? If
the answer is yes, then are these processes represented by the digital systems that are in place. If not,
put the cart behind the horse and start over. [#1963541]
-----

This question is a bit vague, so I'm not really sure what it is asking for [#1963558]
-----

Same as above responses. [#1963656]
-----
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software that provides a user interface with minimal simple to understand status updates for unrelated
staff with a back-end UI for technicians to provide and track progress. [#1963770]
-----

Essential! [#1963937]
-----

Overall, this is okay here at Mt. SAC, but I think the area of improvement could be informing the campus
(faculty and staff) of the data available and how to access it might be improved. [#1964166]
-----

What does this statement even mean?! As far as systems are concerned: maybe we could think about
moving away from a marriage with Microsoft? Maybe a free and open source initiative to lighten the
financial burden of licensing fees? [#1964201]
-----

This is particularly difficult with DL classes, since we do not have evening and weekend tech support.
Sometimes we just get "stuck" in our work, until we can get access to the information to find out whether
we can program this or that assignment or whether or not we can resolve this or that issue. [#1964219]
-----

Only if they are seamless (require no paperwork, training seminars, board approval etc), invisible,
optional and actually useful [#1964249]
-----

Personally, I do not live in Banner, so I find it clunky to navigate. From the facilities side, I would love to
have some tech tools to create a digital document resource center where I could share floor plans, room
layouts, etc. as requested. I know that we are also looking at some software solutions to be used to
explore classroom utilization so we can both schedule classes better/more efficiently and better plan for
future buildings. [#1964264]
-----

Too many disparate systems like WebCMS, TracDat, Banner, etc. etc. makes it hard to input and extract
information. I do not know the solution - but it would be nice if we can reduce the number of systems.
[#1964585]
-----

Tell me what they are, I am not aware of any The legacy systems that I hear about do nothing for me I
can't even remember their names other that "Banner" What is Banner?!?! What does it do?!?! I have no
clue [#1964622]
-----

The Argos system is really slow. When attempting to download reports, there is a lot of time that goes by
waiting for the system to respond. [#1964654]
-----

I'm not exactly sure what this means. I would however like the ability to have e-mails or information from
your teacher delivered to the phone immediately. It is highly inconvenient to check the mt sac mail. I
would even download an app to get access to my teacher information or any mt sac alerts that they
might have for me. Checking the mt sac email is impractical due to the fact that we must sign out of ALL
of the apps on our phones and sign out of ALL google accounts to see our mail. Then sign back in. I
rarely use the computer and am not often in wifi area were I can just carry my computer around for the
sole use of checking my mt sac e-mail. [#1966840]
-----

Just better internet access. It can be spotty. [#1966847]
-----

Need a Render Farm in Animation Dept! [#1967563]
-----

Always important [#1967665]
-----
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My only suggestion is to provide up to date servers & equipment exclusive to the technology building
due to the technology/electronics classrooms are very antiquainted & the professors are doing the best
they can with below par equipment & connectivity when having to teach technology. Ken Miller is a great
professor but sometimes his links & connectivity fall short of what he is trying to demonstrate to his
students. [#1967828]
-----

Have a system that lets students mark the classes they want and notifies the students when such
classes are opened. Right now, one class may seem full but space opens up later on but we don't know
since it might be some time after the normal registration time and we might have given up finding
alternative classes. [#1968362]
-----

Accessing the information works well, getting the professors to load the information is something else
entirely. [#1968636]
-----

Probably exists but making them available is necessary. [#1968806]
-----

speed up the modem or whatever you have to when we have to register for classes, we are competing
for those classes. so, the faster your server runs, the easier it is to get the classes we need ot graduate
[#1969634]
-----

Relates to speed. [#1971250]
-----

often there is a long wait time to access the next screens. [#1972205]
-----

If any of these improvements or changes are going to result in higher fees for students, then find another
way or do not make the changes. Students have enough difficulty with the costs as it is already.
[#1972987]
-----
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The availability of classrooms or meeting spaces with technology that enhances the teaching and
learning experience.

While my current conditions are adequate, there is always better technology out there to aid in teaching
and learning. [#1961251]
-----

I am including my course specific technology here. I use computers in my physiology labs. The
computers we work with are old, they constantly have 30+ updates to run, and are not reliable. They are
decreasing my ability to teach the material and the students have a frustrating experience. [#1961271]
-----

Technology is very important for training, presenting, and collaboration. [#1961310]
-----

I don't have an issue booking a computer room with technology, but meeting rooms with technology are
harder to find. [#1961348]
-----

This, too, seems to be improving. [#1961596]
-----

"Smart" spaces are very few, and many are not aware that these spaces are available. The folks who
utilize the spaces are challenged with set up, etc. [#1961601]
-----

Our infrastructure in the "smart classrooms" is outdated. Although I can get onto the internet through the
classroom computer, students cannot participate in anything that requires wi-fi. Also, wires and cables
are cumbersome and in the way. Devices should all be blue-tooth capable so that faculty can bring in
their own computers or tablets in order to show digital apps that allow for 3-d or 360* views. [#1961634]
-----

I mentioned this before. Some of my discipline's classes are not wired and it negatively impacts our
classroom experience. I would like to do group activities in which they access certain websites online,
and they cannot. [#1961643]
-----

At times, there are not enough rooms available for the amount of students we have per course.
[#1961657]
-----

Projector bulbs in two of my classrooms are too dim to see the powerpoint easily- i have to turn off all
the lights which makes students fall asleep. [#1961667]
-----

PLEASE institute a "freeze" for technical changes when critical services are needed, ie, finals and the
start of semesters. Finals conducted via Moodlerooms starting at 7:30 AM have been impacted by
technical changes that remain unresolved for up to an hour. Technical changes may emanate from both
Mt SAC IT and division sources. Thanks. [#1961675]
-----

I teach in old buildings and we don't have many high-tech classrooms or meeting spaces. [#1961681]
-----

classrooms should have equipment that lets students to connect their mobile devices to projector to do
presentation. [#1961763]
-----

I like what we are doing in the newer meeting rooms and classrooms. [#1961789]
-----

Could use another large meeting room with technology - the size of 6-160, but more modern, with
current technology. [#1961853]
-----
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Make available to all faculty where each of the "computer labs" with classrooms are available for each
discipline/department and how to go about reserving or requesting the space. [#1961867]
-----

1. Thank you for finally upgrading classroom computer operating systems to Windows 7. 2.
Unfortunately you did not upgrade the hardware so overall performance is slow, even slower than XP 3.
Classroom computers are perpetually prompting users to update the internet Browser, Flash plug-ins,
Acrobat Reader, etc., etc. Is there any way these can be set up to update automatically? [#1961939]
-----

our classroom has a screen. only 2 shared computers w. projectors for our entire building about (7
classrooms) [#1961970]
-----

It's not IT's fault, but the projectors installed in building 13 do not accurately play back color from DVDs,
both Blu-Ray and regular DVDs. In addition, the interface can't adapt to different aspect ratios, but
makes all of them the same (even if it stretches it out). For those of us teaching art-related subjects this
is embarrassing. It makes us all look bad. [#1961980]
-----

While most classrooms have the basics, it would be nice to have better sound systems and larger
screens to project images/films. [#1961986]
-----

My Department fights over the opportunity to use the only classroom equipped with individual
computers. Since our request for laptops was ignored (see above), we are unable to issue laptops to
students in our lab classes. This creates chaos on a daily basis. We have purchased a site license to
some awesome software and are unable to use it regularly in an effective manner because of the lack of
properly equipped classrooms. [#1962089]
-----

Internet connection does not always work in Founders Hall when doing workshops. [#1962387]
-----

A must for a college of this size and reputation. Technology is the great equalizer, if deployed
appropriately. [#1962436]
-----

It would be great to have more advanced tech within meeting spaces for demo of programs or even the
e-files that are being developed. [#1962634]
-----

Replace outdated and/or troublesome technology like the Cat5 KVMs in building 28. Better projectors
and wiring for older classrooms. [#1962648]
-----

The availability of meeting spaces with technology is quite limited. [#1962767]
-----

Need more classrooms with technology, especially in the Natural Sciences where technology is
constantly used both in the lecture and in the lab for student learning. [#1962870]
-----

I teach in 67A and Wi Fi access in this building would be helpful. [#1963076]
-----

not good students can not easy access by wifi when they do some computation lab They need the wall
connection to internet server [#1963131]
-----

Having more technology for presentations and interaction would be a welcome addition. [#1963157]
-----

Tutorials to streamline process of connecting laptop to large screens in meeting rooms. [#1963189]
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-----

IN building 67A, we need more computers available for student access so that the paramedic students
who are in class 8-5 can stay close to our building at lunch and do research projects. There is not
enough time for them to walk across campus. [#1963211]
-----

Functional Computers in the classrooms. Immediate Technical Support Assistance for faculty when
teaching and technical support not working! [#1963352]
-----

The classroom can definitely benefit from updated technology. The sound system when showing videos
(which need to be shown from the computer) since the DVD gives trouble many times definitely needs to
be udated. [#1963373]
-----

BIGGEST ISSUE. Ridiculous. I have students get out their phones to do things in class now - which
means they are on social media, etc. It would improve everyone's integration with technology to get tech
classrooms. We are WAY BEHIND here. Smart classrooms with computer stations should be a priority
for smaller multidisciplinary teams of faculty who commit to scheduling in certain rooms and getting
trained to use them. Give them priority scheduling in exchange and follow up on their use of the rooms.
[#1963375]
-----

Definitely need this [#1963393]
-----

Upgrade computers that still run XP (XP is fine, but computers are slow!!!) I am continually interrupted
during class by "update" messages (Java, etc.) but I do not have permission to update. And I would very
much appreciate being able to control how long before a computer went to sleep. MUCH time wasted
logging back in. [#1963449]
-----

Many computers are slow. Programs such as parscore have many issues. There are not enough
computers for students to use in all the classrooms. [#1963452]
-----

Sometimes I cannot get the Writing Center computer room so my students can work. That does hinder
student engagement, but I am sure the Writing Center is doing the best it can to meet everyone's needs.
[#1963453]
-----

There should be a switcher console in every classroom that is conveniently located for teachers to use.
The lighting. In classrooms should be conducive to projectors. There should be a doc cam in every
classroom. [#1963522]
-----

As an observer, I believe all educational institutions are doing all they can to meet class schedule
demands and looking for more tools that can help the situation. However, I would suggest that an
alternative strategy. The variables that will escape any well intended tool, are the students themselves.
They have personalities and behavior that, because of the overwhelming population that is currently
seeking education, may not fit a particular pattern. I think, institutions need to study not the half-empty
or empty classrooms, nor the schedules looking for answers, but rather a fresh approach would be to go
after the students that were not able to find an open class. Study that group, term-to-term and you may
find more manageable patterns. An off the wall idea is to implement a reservation systems like the
airlines do. I am sure airline companies have processes to deal with such nightmares. [#1963541]
-----

I would love to have a smart board (projector) or something like that in my classroom so that I don't have
to write over and over the same staff and erase them every time. [#1963576]
-----
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Smart carts in more of the rooms would be beneficial [#1963604]
-----

There is no printer in ESL library for students who are willing to pay. We should have more open labs
available for access. [#1963725]
-----

Better technology in study rooms [#1963786]
-----

I think the biggest improvement would involve upgrading the classroom furniture. The desks are simply
inadequate to use with laptops, for example. In Bldg 26, most desks are too small and unstable. Another
thing that would help would be improved network speed. [#1963865]
-----

It is my perception that there are not enough areas/rooms on campus for students who need a computer
to do their homework or print their homework. [#1963937]
-----

There are outdated machines, networks that don't adequately support the material needed to teach, wifi
access, ability to charge tablets and laptops in meeting areas and classrooms, sound. [#1963954]
-----

If we could have integrated instructor stations to allow us to easily switch between medias, PC, Laptop,
desk camera, etc, vs moving a cable around would be great [#1963968]
-----

Need to have Smart Boards in all classrooms. [#1964001]
-----

I would like to see more computer classrooms set up for professors who want to give students writing
exams in class. Also, it would be nice if the Internet speed in classrooms and computers were faster and
more reliable. [#1964062]
-----

All new constructed classrooms and work spaces should be outfitted with the latest technology. Older
areas should be retrofitted. [#1964112]
-----

Although it depends on the classroom or meeting space, in 26A the technology could be improved. The
plugs for the computer stuff is in the floor and the table, chair, and feet of faculty or students can crush
them, making them not work as well. Also, I would recommend adding the "pic mute" function to the wall
controls in the classrooms of this building (like in 26D classrooms). Finally, the placement of the
projector and screen are not optimally placed in any of the 26 building classrooms. It completely covers
the white board and the table with the computer on it is smack dab in the center, making it hard for the
students to see the screen. I am sure fixing this would require a lot of work and perhaps money, but it
would enhance the teaching and learning experience. Some of this is not tech-related exactly, but it is
related, because when using the technology, it can impede the teaching and learning experience.
[#1964166]
-----

A small quibble here: the vast majority of problems that I have faced in the classroom is that the bridge
connectors for the mouse and keyboard either die, get chalk-choked, or simply malfunction. So while the
computer is fine, there is no way to control it! Perhaps some research into a more reliable way to bridge
the gap between input and PC? [#1964201]
-----

Wifi spotty in bld. 61 classrooms. Would like to be able to connect iPad to projector without wires.
[#1964231]
-----

A training center for employees only is needed. [#1964233]
-----
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I teach art history, and love the computer and projector set up, but there are no dimming classroom
lights (to allow enough dark for viewing the art images, but enough light for note taking), and the room
light switches are at the back of the classroom, so I am continually going back and forth to turn some on
and off depending on what we are doing in class. Very inefficient and annoying. It would greatly help to
duplicate the light switches up at the front near the control panel. Also each faculty log on to the
computer does not keep preferences unique--if I come after a teacher who has used powerpoint
presentation view, then I must go in to reset the monitors if I choose to use a standard view. [#1964248]
-----

Critical to the extent that it functions intuitively [#1964249]
-----

I think we are getting there. Building 28 is the biggest problem from what I can tell. We need to continue
to plan and budget for the equipment, resources and staff to continue the upgrade of our lecture, lab,
meeting room and assembly spaces. I only see technology use becoming more pervasive and it is a
definite recruitment factor for students. [#1964264]
-----

Computers need frequent windows update, adobe flash player update, java update - especially to allow
adequate use of moodle rooms (for distance learning and classroom applications), playing back videos
from internet, banner access and other applications used in serving students. [#1964290]
-----

Room 3411 in 26D needs a ceiling projector for showing DVDs, such as many other rooms in the
building have. We're still stuck with equipment on old fashioned carts, and this requires burdensome
furniture rearrangement to use the technology. [#1964309]
-----

From an instructor's perspective, this area requires your attention. Classrooms in 26A/D are currently
outfitted with very poor, frequently inoperative hardware / computers. Overhead digital projectors are
good, but need to be updated to accommodate WiFi connectivity to newer platforms and software. I
have software for instruction on my iPad that cannot be "transferred" to classroom computers or an
instructor laptop; this software models Roman and Greek cities, architecture, art, etc., in 3D and
requires the motion of the iPad in rotation to capture the full impact of the software. On a related note,
some "genius" in the redesign of 26A/D relocated the computer access cables to the MIDDLE of each
instructor-lecture space. The cables enter a fixed space directly located in the area in front of the screen
projection and in directly in the middle of the lecture area. This NEEDS to be fixed (and the persons who
designed this, shot from a canon). I would remove all classroom computers (thus eliminating the
unsightly tripping hazard of the computer access cables) and replace these with instructor-ported
computers that can connect via WiFi or Bluetooth to the digital projector. By doing so, we can eliminate
another common problem: computer theft and destruction. [#1964441]
-----

Since not all buildings have the same capabilities, I must stress the importance of updating and
maintaining older buildings (e.g. Building 2, Music) to standards that other newer buildings have (e.g.
Building 13). I understand that this takes time; however, the lag time is significant (more than 2 years
and counting). [#1964469]
-----

Add more technology enabled meeting spaces and classrooms [#1964594]
-----

The computers are insanely slow, embarrassingly slow An overhead projector I do not see anything else
Again, what would these be?!?! Maybe I am missing a lot of great stuff I think one or more of my
classrooms has a VCR in it - really?!?! I am working in some of the oldest classrooms on campus... I get
that the school does NOT want to spend a ton of money upgrading these rooms or this equipment.
Having said that, it impacts the quality of and experience of the education that I can deliver to my
students! [#1964622]
-----
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There are no computers, printers, copy machines close enough to Bldg 80 to aid with studying
[#1964964]
-----

I would say the there are a decent amount of computers on campus, though there are times when they
are packed, so though its not a dire need I would say it would definitely help to have more computers on
campus. However, what would be even more helpful, are lounge areas where students with laptops can
plug in and re-charge their own computer in order to complete assignments without having to occupy
another computer, that another student without a laptop could have been using. [#1965621]
-----

My secure web servers class is sometimes quite frustrating because the machines are so low end and
locked down it's hard to use them. The first hour of the class is spent waiting for an install because of
how slow the machines are. [#1965848]
-----

too distracting [#1966029]
-----

The computers in the computer science rooms should be mounted sideways so they don't take up the
whole desk. [#1966304]
-----

Just like with Leadership [#1966847]
-----

The availability of student meeting rooms (outside of the library-- not even addressing that mess) is
tragic. Every building should have ample space for student to study (not including the division tutoring
rooms. Take some of your bond money and create study rooms (like the library) in very building. TMARC
needs to be expand. Finding a study room in the library is laughable. More out door COVERED table
seating throughout the campus and green ways. [#1967095]
-----

Didn't know that there were any! [#1967563]
-----

being in microbiology i only have acces to microscopes in my lab hours. i go to the bio resource room to
get more hands on expierence but the microscopes in there are from th estone age. and not the same
ones in lab. this is the only problem i see [#1968107]
-----

Definietly not enough computers at the library. The line ups to use the computers during Srping and Fall
sessions are way too long, people can have to wait for over one hour to access a computer. [#1968343]
-----

The increase of students clubs for technology and make it public to the student know where they can
assist. [#1968465]
-----

Classrooms generally seem to be lacking in technology. My speech class has no easily accessible port
to connect other devices to use the projector. [#1968636]
-----

Good going here, but would have to explore more of the campus and rooms to know best areas of
coverage [#1968806]
-----

Student has to go to the LLC to do some applications and can not access these application in any other
Lab around the Campus and this is loss of time and energy. [#1969021]
-----

Teachers and Students can discuss whatever they want in class, also at home if the technology is good
enough. [#1969238]
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-----

I wish there were more spaces or desks and chairs available in the student lounge in the animal
department. Sometimes there are more bodies than chairs. [#1969907]
-----

there should be more computers in the classrooms at least two in each classroom [#1970207]
-----

More rooms and technology centers should be made available for students with regards to adding more
places to use a computer and have access to internet and a computer; wifi hotspots along with
bluetooth printers would also be great. [#1970633]
-----

Better infrastructure. More fibre optic cable throughout campus first. Provide more ethernet ports. Then
increase WiFi coverage in buildings. Have a standard of WiFi strength in each building where the lowest
amount of wifi signal is in the 40%-50% bracket. Also provide wifi in areas where students frequent often
such as benches, in lunch area, etc. [#1970935]
-----

WE NEED MORE CSCI CLASSROOMS AND SECTIONS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! [#1971874]
-----

during lectures often professors try to use powerpoint and youtube. problem: youtube is always crashing
or unable to connect to service message [#1972205]
-----

More early AM access or weekend access would be a help for students like me that have a full time day
job as well as evening classes. [#1972260]
-----

Yes [#1972487]
-----

Noodle rooms is not the best communication when its always having problems [#1973593]
-----

Rooms are clustered [#1974247]
-----

There are tons of students...what is needed is parking structures three stories high at least. Also a tram
to travel to the center of campus would save handicap and fat people trouble walking and
mountaineering to classes. [#1974251]
-----
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Getting timely resolution of technology problems that I am experiencing.

In wanting to follow procedure I will open a help ticket instead of calling in a problem. Unfortunately,
more than one ticket has been "lost" and responses are slow. I had a ticket that was submitted in mid
December and by end of February I was still awaiting a response. I would estimate that 75% of all
tickets I have opened have to have a follow up with an email before I will receive a response. [#1961310]
-----

I'm usually happy with this. Jackie, Raul, and the team at the Help Desk are amazing. I love working with
them. Especially, the staff who have been there for sometime 10+ years. Some of the newer people
though need some customer service training. I'm not sure if they're student workers or regular classified
folk, but they don't even greet you or introduce themselves on the phone. I want to know who I am
speaking with when I call the help desk. The 3 people who never fail to introduce themselves are:
Jackie, Raul, and Wilton. [#1961348]
-----

Our main technology problem is with a lab printing vendor. It would be highly beneficial to the college if
we had one, standardized, effective, high quality printing system in every computer lab. [#1961507]
-----

The IT staff are top notch. Great team. However, when deploying a new computer, and loading software,
the programs loaded should be the most current. [#1961596]
-----

I would like to see that help from the help desk is available from 7am to 7pm; since offices are open later
in the evening, staff have to wait until the next day if they are unable to reach the help desk by 4pm.
[#1961601]
-----

Jackie at the help Desk is always helpful, she does a wonderful job! Love her! [#1961623]
-----

Again, the problem is the wi-fi in 26D [#1961634]
-----

The HELP desk is, indeed, helpful. I just wish they were not across the street. You're not asking this, but
having IT across the street makes adjunct evaluations very time consuming. It's at least 1/2 hour to get
to car and drive, or walk, drop off evals, and return - and that's if we can find a parking space.
[#1961643]
-----

My office computer does not print to one of our department printers. IT staff has attempted to resolve
but has not been able to resolve the problem. [#1961667]
-----

When a trouble ticket is made, it is a great idea to let the requester know that someone is working the
problem. I called in a problem once and never heard anything from anyone. In a regular business, this is
considered an unacceptable practice. [#1961675]
-----

I don't expect to have to close email 5 or 6 times before I can complete reading the emails in my
queque. I find that Louts locks me out and things won't open on a repeated basis. I have to exit the
program and start over, wasting time. I also think that having a password for every application is a
frustrating waste of time. One password to get in and one for email would be great! I have had to change
my password(s) more than 12 times in the last 3 weeks. That seems unusual to me and I feel like it
wastes my time and breaks up my concentration. If you could remedy this I would be very happy!
Thanks! [#1961685]
-----

I once requested to have the wireless looked at in Bld 28B, the ticket was left opened for over a year and
I had to call for an update. [#1961688]
-----
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When a teacher Takes a class to a lab to do controlled computer activities like online tests, pair
discussions, recording collections and so on, it is necessary to have a solution on the spot. [#1961700]
-----

It's usually pretty good and clear but I have received closed ticket items 2 years after I submitted them
when they were never resolved. [#1961707]
-----

Not only do we not get timely resolutions I often get what amounts to a brush off- IT staff acting as if
my/our question or issue is either unsolvable (without taking time to reflect or consider options) or that it
is not important [#1961769]
-----

I have a very important ticket that has been ignored for months. [#1961789]
-----

Most problems are handled quickly. However, there are longstanding problems (2+ years) that never get
resolved. Continuity of effort until a problem is solved is necessary. [#1961980]
-----

This is generally okay. [#1961986]
-----

Not really a problem for the most part. [#1962089]
-----

The poor Business Division IT guys have a huge workload, so sometimes they just can't help us as fast
as they'd like. They do an awesome job... they just do a LOT! [#1962196]
-----

Reduce the chain of command involved in upgrading, installing and configuring of different software
packages or in the very least authorize more IT staff to carry out those duties. [#1962301]
-----

I wish that the same group of people could be counted on to trouble shoot and fix both the computers
and the overhead projector system in my classroom. It is inconvenient to have to call two separate times
or be directed to a different group. It is confusing, especially for adjunct faculty. [#1962387]
-----

This is of utmost importance [#1962500]
-----

You mean instead of making me e-mail your "help desk" 3+ times and still not get a response?! This is a
joke, right?! Your office doesn't fix the things we tell you about so what makes us think you will fix the
things after we've given up trying? Seriously. [#1962696]
-----

See answer regarding technology support staff. [#1962801]
-----

Depending on the technician, I sometimes get timely resolution, but often, especially when I need
resolution of technology in the classroom, the technicians leave us hanging without solving the problems
for several days. This is unacceptable because the technology is used in classes, and either computers
don't get updated, or don't function properly. The urgency of classroom needs don't seem to make a
difference to the technicians assigned to my division. [#1962812]
-----

My classroom computer is constantly asking for updates. IT should stay on top of those needs. I went
through several semesters with the computers wanting (and not receiving) updates. [#1962862]
-----

The IT staff assigned to our building don't seem to want to help. They are reluctant to come and help
and usually don't have the ability to talk me through the issue. I think they don't realize they are
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SUPPORT staff. Resolution of a computer problem to be able to teach a class doesn't rank high on their
list of things to do. [#1962882]
-----

Have to wait for days for someone to fix printer issues. [#1963065]
-----

REferrals from the help desk not always answered in a timely manner. I made a request over 2 weeks
ago about an issue and it was passed from one person to another and the "other" hasn't responded in
spite of 2 emails from me [#1963072]
-----

Tech service has been great when I needed them [#1963130]
-----

slow and very slow [#1963131]
-----

Absolutely. I have a mixed experience with this. I have had things resolved immediately and I have had
things that took so long to resolve the need went away. [#1963273]
-----

More IT staff - and IT available nights and weekends [#1963294]
-----

Help Desk hours are a challenge as much is done outside those hours. If you are having an issue, you
have to wait until the next day. For a campus the size of Mt. SAC, that isn't acceptable. [#1963321]
-----

Again, knowing people allows me to get my issues resolved. Relying on the Help Desk to resolve can
take quite a while. [#1963335]
-----

The staff is very good and cares, but the issue is getting equipment replaced when broken, stolen etc.
We should be able to put an immediate replacement or excellent loaner in the hands (or classroom) of
anyone who experiences a massive failure or theft. [#1963375]
-----

This is a major concern - we services students all day and we need resolutions to network issues fast -
whether it is first thing in the morning, midday or later in the day. Putting in a HELP desk ticket that is not
going to be attended to or done half way is unproductive. [#1963393]
-----

Defined process of submitting production service request. Primarily for systems staff outside of IT
department to submit production critical issues. Usually email DBA or supervisor/mamager directly gets
faster results that using the defined protocol HelpDesk [#1963468]
-----

Email follow-up to open tickets would be very helpful. [#1963567]
-----

They get back to me quickly, but that is different from whether or not they could resolve problems.
[#1963576]
-----

Orders submitted through work order system are often done within time frame suggested, but can take
up to 3 weeks to infinity longer. This is tough when software needs to be deployed for a laboratory.
Some issues never get addressed. [#1963619]
-----

Sometimes no one pick up the phone especially for evening courses [#1963626]
-----

none [#1963753]
-----
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The IT folk are very responsive and capable. [#1963865]
-----

1) Upgrade classroom computers on a regular schedule. 2) Assume that new lab classrooms will
automatically require new computers and budget for that without requiring in immediate needs request
or going through an instructional equipment ranking process. 3) Have sufficient wireless capacity to
handle 15-25 computers being logged into the wireless system at a time in each classroom. [#1963923]
-----

HelpDesk is usually very prompt at addressing issues. [#1963935]
-----

Timely response is essential to our daily activity. The college has created an environment where we
cannot function if our computer are not working properly. Students cannot use our services if they
cannot access it from the computer. [#1963937]
-----

Not enough staff to attend and fix issues when they arise in the moment. Hire more staff or cross train
more staff to handle issues in the classroom and meeting areas. Increase mobile work force. Increased
accessibility to specialized staff such as web development team. [#1963954]
-----

Having on-call IT techs with on-campus transportation that can solve tech problems as they occur.
[#1964112]
-----

We have placed requests for assistance over 10 months ago and they still have not been resolved. We
have been told that IT is working on it. I believe that they are. I would recommend adding deadlines onto
each request and sending updates so that we know where IT is in the process. [#1964233]
-----

In general, I get timely responses from our IT staff. It would be great if there was a way for the IT Help
Desk Ticket to let a requestor know who the ticket was assigned to. Sometimes they go into the ether. I
think most people would love a direct contact. [#1964264]
-----

It takes quite some time after putting in tickets to get something fixed. I prefer to call, especially if it can
be fixed over the phone. [#1964342]
-----

IT staff is severely under staffed. [#1964384]
-----

Timely support varies considerably for hardware and software problems. Some members of the IT staff
are knowledgeable, others maybe not. Of particular concern to MAC users is the apparent "prejudice"
against the MAC platform in cellphone, iPad, and laptop access. On the whole, however, technical staff
assigned to HSS Division are responsive and knowledgeable--but within the limits imposed by policy
decisions that appear to prioritize other platforms. [#1964441]
-----

I would like to clarify that when someone from IT/Help Desk arrives, the assistance is great. However,
the time between the phone call/request and service is too long. For example, this month I waited 1
week for someone to come to fix my printer. [#1964469]
-----

Have a 24 hour turn around process like printing services. [#1964497]
-----

Generally feel that technology problems are resolved in a timely manner. [#1964567]
-----

While we have a good reporting system, the response time and type of resolution is not satisfactory,
specially the speed of internet access from my office. [#1964585]
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-----

I do not have a computer on my desk. Though I do not regularly need one, I have been told that one had
been requested but said none were available. I go to the desk next to me to use it. [#1964602]
-----

I am directed by my manager to open a helpdesk ticket for all IT issues, unfortunately I find that I have to
follow up with the help desk in order to get my IT issues addressed. I also receive notification that my
ticket has been addressed and that the item is closed when the reality is that the issue was never
addressed by IT in the first place. [#1964662]
-----

yes. [#1965229]
-----

haven't had any [#1965736]
-----

The typical problem I have is the inability to access the campus wifi or just a problem I'm having with mt
sac website. The wifi problem... I'm not sure how to fix. I'm not in computers. It would be nice to have a
live chat for any other problems. [#1966840]
-----

I called the technology dept. to ask about using the VM for Word 2013 & was told I had to use VM at
building 17, room 5. That information was totally wrong. Upon emailing my professor, she instructed me
to the correct link & I am now able to utilize VM. Technology staff needs to be better informed. I'm an
online student with a MAC laptop & needed the VM access. [#1967828]
-----

When there are problems with the computers or the printers at the library, font desk clerks have no idea
what to do. [#1968343]
-----

Have a open source where I can get faster answers to my questions and doubts. [#1968465]
-----

Would love to be able to reach out and get answers, but because I cannot discern who to reach out to I
cannot resolve my problems, and give nay sort of functional feedback about response times. [#1968806]
-----

Wi-Fi is really bad. Please improve [#1969862]
-----

Yes [#1972487]
-----

If any of these improvements or changes are going to result in higher fees for students, then find another
way or do not make the changes. Students have enough difficulty with the costs as it is already.
[#1972987]
-----

i think we should have better wifi in the chemistry and physics building. [#1974456]
-----

Yes I would greatly benefit from that [#1974502]
-----
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Technology support staff who have the knowledge to answer my questions.

Support has been hit or miss as far as service. Depends on which support staff is assisting. There have
been incidents that have taken multiple days with multiple support persons to resolve technology issues.
I also have unresolved issues that I have had to learn to live with because no resolution could be
provided. [#1961310]
-----

Robert is the best! but he cannot be required to handle all faculty needs alone. [#1961517]
-----

.... except for the wi-fi in 26D... [#1961634]
-----

I have a MAC- I think the support is stronger for PCs and sometimes techs are unable to resolve my
MAC issues. [#1961667]
-----

The Technology support staff who have the knowledge to answer my questions, should be able to be
reached at all times that is needed [#1961700]
-----

IT just seems annoyed by us who need help. They help us but make us feel bad for it as if we're so
dumb that we can't do anything for ourselves. I don't know how to fix some problems and I should feel
bad for asking for help. [#1961707]
-----

Depends who answers the ticket. My machine in my office was hacked two years ago and it took 3 techs
all scratching their heads before one of them threw my machine out the window and finally replaced it. I
heard through the grapevine that MTSAC does not have quality security, AKA walls. [#1961834]
-----

Have support staff available after 5 p.m. [#1961849]
-----

The technology staff that are assigned to our division are less than enthusiastic to assist with issues.
[#1961901]
-----

Our technology support staff in Natural Sciences is awesome!!!! Don't ever let them leave!!!! [#1962089]
-----

Clone Darrin Stahl (or at least hire more like him) [#1962612]
-----

Use of student hourly workers at the Help Desk does not always allow for expert answers to be
immediately forthcoming. Scripts and prompt, accurate routing of requests to the correct personnel
would be an improvement. [#1962648]
-----

Out of the last handful of times I have contacted IT Helpdesk for assistance, my questions either go
unanswered or I am transferred to someone else, and they know even less than I do about the problem.
The IT helpdesk at Mt. SAC is perceived by most/all of my colleagues as inefficient, undertrained,
borderline apathetic about our technology issues. Most of us use our own laptops, e-mail addresses,
and cellular hotspots to conduct college business because our technology infrastructure is both dated
and under-supported. [#1962696]
-----

There is always a backlog as there are too few techs who are able to update, upgrade, and support our
needs. The techs are great when they are available. [#1962785]
-----
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The joke around campus is that it's the HELPLESS desk NOT the help desk. Staff do NOT identify
themselves, are not friendly and rarely helpful! If you don't call Jackie directly, you may as well not
bother calling because nothing will get resolved! [#1962801]
-----

If the person in IT who answers the phone, in an attempt to remedy my problem, just admits they don't
have the answer, and could lead me to someone who "does" would be a great help. [#1962862]
-----

The IT support staff assigned to our division don't seem to have the knowledge that the majority of the
staff in IT have. If I call the help desk they can usually help me with my question. Our IT staff don't seem
to have much more knowledge of IT than I do. [#1962882]
-----

Sometimes talking with more than one person will give more than one solution to a situation/problem.
[#1963072]
-----

senior staff is very good but the new coming is very bad [#1963131]
-----

Absolutely. [#1963273]
-----

Lately, I've had to make several calls to IT for many reasons. On more than one occasion, they couldn't
help me. [#1963290]
-----

I have worked on this campus for 14 years and know where to find the answers. I find it frustrating that I
have to make a personal call to get an answer rather than obtain information from the Help Desk staff. I
understand they have a tremendous volume of work, but they aren't always well informed and I am
frustrated by the standard "You need to reboot." I've been around long enough to know that I reboot first,
then call for help. This sense of frustration has me now call individuals directly. [#1963335]
-----

Whenever I have called the HELP desk I have always been satisfied - the technician seems very
knowledgeable & efficient. It seems to be when the job is sent out to the technician in charge of our area
- it does not get done or he thinks it is unimportant. I work with students all day long and if the
computers, printers or the network is working properly it slows the learning process as well as turning
the student off to using the library. We need technical support that has the students needs for gaining
access to our technology as a top priority. When we do not have a certain programs (ex. adobe) loaded
on the computers or a printer is not defaulting back to the blk'n wh printer on the student computers - it
is a problem. Ignoring problems doesn't help anyone. [#1963393]
-----

Student workers and certain staff do not appear to be trained to resolve issues for the campus. When
calling, the expectation is they will be able to resolve, rather than forwarding or call or getting back to us.
[#1963459]
-----

There are a lot of us Mac users, but the tech people only know so much. Better training with Macs
(rather than suggesting we buy Windows computers) would really be great. Send some techs to the Mac
schools to become certified Mac technicians. That would really help! [#1963512]
-----

HELP desk has little to no experience or knowledge about Mac computers. I'm generally able to solve
any problems myself, and expect to have to solve most problems myself, but HELP Desk people seem
to not want to ever give out the information about the email servers that is required to set up even basic
email functionality. [#1963558]
-----

Nobody seem to have helped me the above problem. [#1963576]
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-----

Many excellent staff, some who are knowledgeable in some areas and not others. Usually can resolve
issues in two or three trips. [#1963619]
-----

More staff available to fix problems quicker [#1963786]
-----

1) More folks who know Macs. 2) "Floating" tech support people who can step in to help Division level IT
folks when 45 computers come in and all need to be set up at once. [#1963923]
-----

It has been my experience that the HELP desk is less than helpful! Some of the technician are less than
friendly or tend to "talk over your head" so one cannot understand what they are trying to explain.
[#1963937]
-----

There have been instances throughout the year where we have had numerous IT experts visit our
department to repair, install, or upgrade our computers. It is apparent that the knowledge levels are
completely different. I would recommend an in house training on best practices and problem solving for
the IT help desk. [#1964233]
-----

I have received very good service from IT, including specialists who work with enrollment numbers, such
as Damiel Lamoree. [#1964469]
-----

Certain programs that are only used by a few individuals, RTA, Fuelmaster, require getting in touch with
only one IT person for help. If they are not available then there is no help. [#1964473]
-----

Better training for help desk staff, expanded hours for help desk. [#1964594]
-----

I have found that IT's knowledge to fix issues is limited in most areas and that if the issue can't be easily
fixed, the technicians is directed to wipe or redeploy the computer. I have heard from IT staff that it is
more time and cost efficient for the IT staff to redeploy a computer than to spend a couple hours to fix it.
Redeployment has happened to several of my coworkers computers. What IT doesn't understand is that
even though it is easer for IT to redeploying a computer, the staff member looses out on at least 2 days
of work flow. Additionally when the computer comes back it tends to have more new problems that didn't
exist before the initial redeployment. After seeing the havoc redeployment reeks on a persons ability to
efficiently do their job, staff members are more inclined to live with the computer deficiencies than to get
IT involved. I suggest that the IT Department test the current knowledge base of their staff to confirm
that they have adequate skills to do the job and if they don't, they need to be provided training.
[#1964662]
-----

n/a [#1966029]
-----

I believe the support staff has a good knowledge and is normally readily available. Most of the problems
are found when there is just too many people logged into the wifi. [#1966840]
-----

More tech capable people around to help, that way students are not distracted by students who are not
that computer literate. [#1966847]
-----

ugh. The blind leading the blind. Too many people whip don't know what is going on and apathetic to
correcting tech problems. [#1967095]
-----
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Mason Core [#1967563]
-----

It will be a good idea. [#1968465]
-----

Have not used. [#1968636]
-----

How do I reach these people? [#1968806]
-----

Some of the software in LLC are not accurate and hang while working on it like Rosetta stone causing to
lose all the work done. [#1969021]
-----

Absolutely. One of the points for this technology is to help students solve the problems. [#1969238]
-----

Tech staff is always busy it seems, makes me wonder if they are busy because professors are not
computer savvy or everything breaks too often [#1969398]
-----

I think a lot of the problem is really with the distance learning teachers who are pretty much hands off. It
must be nice to recieve a check for doing nothing. Anyway I was in a class that had all the wrong dates (
fall instead of Spring) on all assignments and when we took the tests the text was all messed up. So she
had IT fix it and in the mean time erased our old grades and said we needed to retake the tests.Over all
it was more on the teacher than IT. [#1971978]
-----

Yes [#1972487]
-----

If any of these improvements or changes are going to result in higher fees for students, then find another
way or do not make the changes. Students have enough difficulty with the costs as it is already.
[#1972987]
-----

Very important. [#1974502]
-----
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Receiving communications regarding technology services that I can understand.

I appreciate the phishing warnings, they are very helpful. [#1961623]
-----

We do receive communication. I don't always understand it. Sorry. [#1961643]
-----

more information needs to be given in the messages that say that a help desk ticket has been closed-
they just say that it has been resolved- if you don't think it has been resolved contact us- but it does not
tell you what has been done to resolve the issue and it doesn't refer back to what the original problem
was - so it's hard to test to see if the problem continues. [#1961769]
-----

The fact that this is included in the survey says it all!! Have someone from another department read
campus wide announcements to make sure that they are decipherable to the average college employee.
[#1962089]
-----

It would be nice to have a section on the website with clear description of services available to staff and
students. [#1962102]
-----

I consider myself pretty proficient in technology, but I can't speak the lingo. Very important that our help
desk and others speak English and simplify the techno talk. [#1962436]
-----

It would be great to receive more emails from IT regarding technologies they are considering
implementing to perhaps get some feedback from employees. Also we should do a better job of using
the portal as our employee intranet. Perhaps offer workshops where people can learn more about the
portal and its capabilities. They can learn how to customize it to their liking. I would like for the portal to
become less of a place we *have* to go to, and more of a place we *want* to go to. Fill it with useful
news and announcements. [#1962551]
-----

Email notifications from SCSM is broken. Please fix. [#1962648]
-----

New and interesting models would be nice. [#1962862]
-----

ok [#1963131]
-----

Well, of course I need to be informed, but I can't keep up with every change. Could we have some
automatic services? Please update our software when new versions come out. Why do I have to request
the newer version? [#1963273]
-----

Most of the technicians I have dealt with are usually good about speaking the "technical" language in
terms I can understand. If they speak too "techy" for me - I ask questions and ask them to speak
"non-techy"terms to me. Most are very accommodating & will try to make it simpler for me to
understand. My main goal is the service the students - get them what they need in order to complete
their project, paper or search. If I can not help them technically I call for the tech support downstairs in
the LLab and they have always been ready,willing & able to help. [#1963393]
-----

I hardly receive any communications about technology other than notices about phishing attacks or
some other "problem" with e-mail or the network. A "Technology Update" newsletter would be nice.
[#1963512]
-----

Great job with IT help over the phone! [#1963590]
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-----

none [#1963753]
-----

Extremely important! If we cannot understand, there is no point in sending them. [#1963937]
-----

The announcement emails are overwhelming [#1963968]
-----

Little or no communication when changes are made to systems. Example: updates (JAVA) are sent out
without any prior notice; these updates have caused problems accessing Banner, which takes time to
remedy. [#1964018]
-----

Not everyone is a tech genius - communicating at a level that everyone can understand is very
important. [#1964112]
-----

Clear, simple communication is essential. The better the design of the services,the less extra
"communication" will be necessary [#1964249]
-----

I do not understand to what you mean by "communications." Do you mean POD sessions? [#1964469]
-----

n/a [#1966029]
-----

This will be an efficient way to slove the technical problem. [#1966493]
-----

I would prefer this to be sent to me via text or personal e-mail [#1966840]
-----

A better and more clearer stated emergency system. [#1966847]
-----

Never received any! [#1967563]
-----

There are some good teacher and bad ones. Should be supervisor undercover to found out the teacher
who do not know have the ability to make a good class. Because their are some well knowledge
teachers in the material but they do not have ability to present the class CINN24 [#1968465]
-----

Try to limit number of messages or allow for opt-in opt-out policies that cover various aspects.
[#1968636]
-----

Probably exists but making them available is necessary. [#1968806]
-----

The announcement system on our student portal could/should be utilized by student clubs to more
easily inform others (outside of those clubs) regarding organized events. I believe it would allow them to
garner more support. [#1968904]
-----

If any of these improvements or changes are going to result in higher fees for students, then find another
way or do not make the changes. Students have enough difficulty with the costs as it is already.
[#1972987]
-----
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Getting access to training or other self-help information that increases my effectiveness with
technology.

I would like to see more services regarding the use of available server applications such as collaborative
use of Lotus Notes and Dropbox. [#1961280]
-----

We're lacking video tutorials (with captioned voice narration) for al of the systems we're expected to use
and remember. We have too many systems on campus and it would be helpful to have a Mt.SAC Video
Tutorial Channel on Vimeo or some other video hosting site with "How To" videos for: Banner, Argos,
WebCMS, TracDat, Hershey, Lotus Notes, PeopleAdmin, and all of the other systems we required to
use. I still can't understand why we have so many different systems. It's so inefficient. [#1961348]
-----

I am constantly surprised to learn of long standing campus technologies such as software that have
been available for staff or student use, but there seems to be no advertisement of the fact. It would be
desirable to have a webpage list or a regular circular sent out of technologies that are available as well
as any relevant training available. MS Sharepoint would be an example of something that I think many
would benefit from, but few understand what it can do or that it might be available for staff use.
[#1961498]
-----

We need continuous, and up-to-date training on all forms of software. [#1961517]
-----

While a lot of training may be available, for new hires, finding out about that training is difficult. This
results in a loss of productivity. [#1961596]
-----

more tech classes, ppt training [#1961623]
-----

There has been training on Flex day. I have attended some and not others, because they conflicted with
other curriculum offerings. Having updates through POD would be a good idea. I am kind of
embarrassed how little I know, but the tech world changes very quickly. [#1961643]
-----

I work for Facilities and we are very busy. I hate to take the time to go to training, but it is clear to me that
it will benefit my work. I will be signing up for POD classes to get more understanding of the software we
use. Thanks! [#1961685]
-----

It's important that employees are provided training that enhance their job skills at least once a year.
[#1961763]
-----

I use google docs with colleagues to support collaborative work- but not everyone knows about how to
use google docs or knows how to access these resources. Training on software as well as web-based
tools would be useful. [#1961769]
-----

Providing us with the latest or most updated version of software. Informing us when new versions are
released and ready for upload. [#1961849]
-----

This is my biggest grudge. Often times trainings are required so that once can use programs like
Moodlerooms or Banner systems. For those who grew up with these systems, the trainings are a
nuisance and generally do not cover the needed information. They are generally a waste of valuable
time and resources. [#1961986]
-----
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Most of the training sessions are during the afternoon. I teach morning through afternoon. I am
unavailable during almost al of the workshop times. There need to be more offerings, really late
afternoon, evenings or Fridays. [#1961993]
-----

A meeting or department specific training would be helpful in order to maximize campus resources to
department goals. [#1962102]
-----

Most of the time I do this off campus, through Lynda.com, taking classes at other community colleges,
or by Googling my tech problems and finding help online. In the past, when I was doing online teaching,
I have found the Online Learning Service Center staff and programs to be very, very competent,
organized, and friendly. I also have learned a lot informally from various colleagues. No suggestion here.
Just that we don't have a lot of training that I have done here lately. [#1962167]
-----

Once again, this is an area that would greatly benefit from having a centralized Intranet for employees. It
would be great to have an area on the portal specifically designated for "How-to Guides" related to
different technologies offered on campus. A 1-stop shop type of place. Right now there is several
webpages with information that all need to be bookmarked, and some aren't always maintained. The
portal can be this centralized location for us. [#1962551]
-----

Very few training opportunities have been presented during the last few years due to budget problems.
[#1962648]
-----

This should be on the back-burner, at least until we have reliable Wi-Fi and e-mail. [#1962696]
-----

Thankfully the IT department has been able to send us to a number of great training conferences and
online learning. [#1962785]
-----

New instruction on updates in Moodlerooms would be nice before the update is installed. [#1962862]
-----

How about more online tutorials to learn/update our knowledge of computer programs, cloud process,
and use of social media? POD is great and should offer workshops. But would like online lessons to
enhance any potential POD offerings. [#1962871]
-----

Training is always needed as systems are being updated and technology is constantly changing.
Securing work is just as important [#1962897]
-----

Training doesn't always focus on the areas I would like to improve: Adobe, Adobe on Moodle, vid on
Moodle, and other enhancements for online instruction. [#1962921]
-----

I'm not aware of training material other than Google searches. [#1963054]
-----

not enough staff and office to get help [#1963131]
-----

Offer more POD classes for general technology related training and not just Banner or Moodle..
[#1963211]
-----

Sometimes I just need someone to help me as I need to spend time doing my work instead of learning
how to use the technology. [#1963273]
-----
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First standardize the technology in the classrooms so that each room is NOT different. [#1963294]
-----

It would be very helpful to have useful tutorials for Banner, Argos, OU, Office Suite, etc., accessible via
our Portal. I find that my job demands don't allow me to attend the in-person training. My supervisor
would support, I just have a tremendous volume of work. [#1963335]
-----

I would love it if classified staff could have training or quick review workshop on how to use
moodlerooms. (I know professors get training, but classified does not) It would help us to understand
how moodlerooms works & we could help the students better. It would be beneficial if we had like mini
workshops on updated versions of power point & microsoft word. Just like a quick refresher workshop to
point out new things on the newest version of word or pp. [#1963393]
-----

Providing more Banner training related to screens for new staff. Current training is very generic and not
used by most departments on campus. [#1963459]
-----

To provide trainings in the evenings for adjunct faculty [#1963626]
-----

We need more self-help directed training. Perhaps, the workshops offered could be accessible so we
can reviewstudy in our free time. [#1963725]
-----

none [#1963753]
-----

Make more trainings available [#1963786]
-----

Hold most courses on Fridays. [#1963923]
-----

Speaks for its self. [#1963937]
-----

Ongoing training of technical systems and campus software and applications should be [#1964112]
-----

More training is always welcome in this regard. [#1964166]
-----

never receive training or self-help info. [#1964199]
-----

I generally avoid making use of any MTSAC services if at all possible. I find them generally to be an
ineffective, bureaucratic, waste of time and money. I did attend the Moodlerooms training since this was
the only way to gain access. The class of six was "taught" by two MTSAC instructors "simultaneously".
Having two instructors for six students, served no purpose and actually made things much worse. In
addition it quickly became clear that these two people did not actually understand the interface
themselves. Their presentation was disorganized, adhoc, and poorly thought out and embarrassing. It
was a complete waste of time for the attendees. After receiving my pass-code, i was able to figure out
the interface on my own in less time than the class took. This is a perfect example of the schools
frequent well-intentioned but counterproductive efforts to "help" In the case of Moodlerooms, Why not
make the service "open" as it is elsewhere, then offer OPTIONAL and competent training, tutorials etc
for those that actually want this? [#1964249]
-----

Yes, this is needed especially as it applies to MR. More information on how to make videos and closed
captioning videos as required. [#1964420]
-----
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I do not understand what you mean by "getting access." I assume you do not mean the POD sessions,
which are not self-help. In that case, then I am unaware of any such access or training. [#1964469]
-----

Have never had the opportunity to be trained with many of the basic software programs we use.
Outlook, Banner and such. [#1964473]
-----

More training is always better [#1966847]
-----

Have no idea what is available or that any was available! [#1967563]
-----

Having bilingual teachers in the IT class and have some IT tutors labs. [#1968465]
-----

Probably exists but making them available is necessary. [#1968806]
-----

It sounds good. We should look over the instructions or practice by ourselves to remit staff's pressure.
[#1969238]
-----

Training or self help will only improve a students confidence level when a project or research paper
requires a more sophisticated search for needed information. [#1970617]
-----

If any of these improvements or changes are going to result in higher fees for students, then find another
way or do not make the changes. Students have enough difficulty with the costs as it is already.
[#1972987]
-----

yes [#1973450]
-----

Open the lab in a bigger room [#1974247]
-----

for poor and foreign students who have no experience with computers maybe. [#1974251]
-----

Uhmm I don't see how this would benefit me. [#1974502]
-----
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Having faculty communicate outside of class via technology such as online chat, text messaging,
or Google Apps for collaboration.

Gmail and Google apps- please!!! [#1961304]
-----

The current collaboration tools provided by the college are inadequate, clunky, and frankly speaking
behind the times. Course studio chat and MoodleRooms chat no comparison for Google Hangouts and
Skype. MoodleRooms Bb-Collaborate is useful, but it is not mobile friendly to students and faculty. The
collaboration tools are currently fragmented. Switch ALL faculty and staff to Google PLEASE!!! Get rid
of, Lotus Notes and Course Studio. [#1961348]
-----

It would be great for faculty to be able to text students (for example to send reminders, or if class
cancelled). As far as I know, we do not have the ability to do this? [#1961383]
-----

Necessary both for interdisciplinary options as well as distance learning. [#1961517]
-----

More available apps [#1961572]
-----

I can text the faculty in my discipline and do so. This is an interesting idea but it runs into the same
problems as always with adjuncts - we cannot force them to be online (or attend a meeting) at a
particular time if we don't pay them. However, it might increase the number of faculty who are engaged
in a decision. It would probably disproportionately include younger adjuncts. I can almost guarantee you
the adjunct faculty who would not join a chat because they just do not have the technical know how.
[#1961643]
-----

I need a way to privately online chat with students. [#1961667]
-----

I use google docs with colleagues to support collaborative work- but not everyone knows about how to
use google docs or knows how to access these resources. Training on software as well as web-based
tools would be useful. (This is both a training and access issue) [#1961769]
-----

These is a level of faculty or staff that are not technically competent That needs to change with the
technical experience and demands of today's students and technology available. These faculty / staff
needs to be forced to learn or retire. [#1961922]
-----

There are myriad problems with Lotus Notes, using iPad and iPhone. Lotus Notes doesn't work well for
iPad, giving false messages as to the status of an email, filling in fields with partial addresses, and
failing to send other emails. It also doesn't allow access to folders lower on the Mailbox tree. [#1961980]
-----

See above answer. [#1961986]
-----

I hope to God I never have to do these things in order to teach or do my job here. [#1962167]
-----

As faculty I don't want to communicate with students through text messaging. I consider that a violation
of privacy, as students will communicate at all hours of the day and night, and send repeated messages.
I don't do online chat; I did in the 90s for set office hours- instead I do asynchronous email
communication, which preserves my work hours, and my down time. Students do not need 24/7 access
to their professors. Google apps is fine, as long as I can post things for students. I tend to use an LMS
instead, for the same purpose. Students don't like the campus email client, and I get that- but I don't
want to use any unauthenticated client for anything that relates to assessments, assignments, or
evaluation scores. [#1962202]
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-----

Please switch over from IBM to a more user friendly email service like gmail. [#1962344]
-----

This is a great idea that doesn't seem to be happening yet. [#1962634]
-----

Fix the Wi-Fi, then we'll believe you. [#1962696]
-----

Dedicated communication and classes provided to efficiently use [#1962897]
-----

There doesn't seem to be an effective way to communicate except via our own cell phones. I prefer to
use my cell phone for private use, not public or work use. This is annoying. The messaging system in
Moodle is cumbersome and annoying :( [#1962921]
-----

yes [#1963131]
-----

Seems like we have an issue of faculty willingness (for reasons of personal space and personal time)
and also ability (not just access to training but a deeper level of familiarity with the fundamentals needed
to adopt this type of technology). The student expectation that they can "hit you up" 24/7 if they need
help - and prefer a form of communication that is so succinct and fleeting (text/phone based) is out of
synch with the way faculty prefer to interact. Communicating with students via personal devices -
especially on nights and weekends - has an intimacy that is both slightly uncomfortable and also erodes
the more formal teacher/student professional relationship that is important when it comes time to grade
work and offer honest, direct feedback. The platforms for communicating with faculty should help form
professional communication behaviors that students will need to communicate with others - especially
clients and supervisors - in the future. Simply using social media tools for the job doesn't work
philosophically even if users on both ends have the capability. [#1963375]
-----

Not online chat, but text messaging and Google Apps, yes. Most faculty already text with one another
via our personal phones though, so I don't think this would be needed as an added service. Really, a
project management software piece would be better than these options for me and the work I do.
[#1963409]
-----

We use Google apps rather than campus resources. [#1963449]
-----

Lots of problems with google apps being blocked on lab computers. Java not allowed to run by
administrative (IE IT!!) settings etc. Would love to see IT go to a model using more contracted / cloud
services. I think there is enough work for IT to do already as it is. [#1963619]
-----

Same as above. [#1963656]
-----

It would be great to be able to text our students since that seems to be the most reliable form of
communication. Most professors share their personal information with each other for these purposes.
[#1964062]
-----

More workshops on Wikis and Google apps needed instead of just the basics of MR. [#1964420]
-----

Yes, I communicate outside of class via available technology such as Google Apps and online music
streaming services. And yes, I find them to be incredibly useful. I'm unsure what the question is in
reference to Mt SAC. [#1964469]
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-----

Again, what would these be?!?! Just Google Apps?! Not very impressive [#1964622]
-----

I feel that if the professors would make themselves a little more accessible, although we do know they
lead hectic lives just as we students do, there would be an opportunity for the students that need that
connection to learn efficiently- such as myself- to get what they need. Plus it's kind of cool to know that
we have more up-to-date ways to communicate with our educators. [#1964872]
-----

I've never even seen this at mt.sac. A live chat would be good for website help. [#1965848]
-----

yes. most professors may be too busy to do chat, however. so email is crucial. not all of them will collect
personal email addresses of their students in order to email them in a timely manner. [#1965966]
-----

n/a [#1966029]
-----

N/A [#1967090]
-----

Please, please, please, make it mandatory (it already is supposed to be) to use moodle and the damn
grade book. Too many older faculty unwilling to change online systems. [#1967095]
-----

The few instructors that have needed to have used text or email. [#1967563]
-----

This is very important due to the fact that many online tools are being used to teach. [#1967665]
-----

More pertinent emails, less repetitive ones. [#1968343]
-----

You got the email or your professors but it will better if is a different person that can answers your
questions. [#1968465]
-----

Most teachers rarely communicate in anyway other than email. [#1968636]
-----

Faculty takes a long time to respond to emails [#1968683]
-----

Online chat would be such a life saver because sometimes we need to get in touch with faculty and we
have to wait until they see and then answer the email. [#1968733]
-----

I think it is great to perfect these technologies. [#1969238]
-----

I don't like how you moved the mt.sac email to gmail. it was easier just using my portal [#1969634]
-----

Please adequately train faculty regarding technology options. It seems that some faculty struggles when
using technology. [#1970160]
-----

most teachers don't even check their emails maybe make that something they need to do on the daily
[#1970207]
-----

I haven't been informed of any communication outside of class through technology at all. Most of it is
just emailing professors but that's about it. [#1970609]
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-----

Yes, it would help out, especially when you have a class during your professors office hours. [#1970617]
-----

It would be nice to be able to communicate with instructors immediately, or having the ability to text them
and getting prompt answers. [#1971704]
-----

ALL TEACHERS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO CHECK THEIR EMAILS EVERYDAY. [#1971874]
-----

I would prefer faculty collaborate outside of the class only if necessary. I expect all topics and
information be given in class most, if not all the time. [#1971989]
-----

Over the last few semesters less than half of my instructors used e-mail or moodlerooms. I'm in my 50's
and older than many of my instructors. If I can use technology, so can they. This isn't really a support
issue,so not the Sac IT departments issue, but it is one of my pet peeves. This is the modern age, come
on people!Use your email, use chat, use moodlerooms, it's not that hard. [#1972260]
-----

It would be easier if the Professors responded in a timely manner.sometimes it takes a very long time for
them to respond, that is if they do. [#1972416]
-----

If any of these improvements or changes are going to result in higher fees for students, then find another
way or do not make the changes. Students have enough difficulty with the costs as it is already.
[#1972987]
-----

yes [#1973450]
-----

School needs to work on this [#1973908]
-----
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Additional Questions for All Respondents

The project coordinators for Mt. San Antonio College included these additional questions with this survey.
At the end of the survey each respondent was provided the opportunity to respond to these questions.
Below are their responses grouped together by question.
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How easy was it for you to complete this survey? (1 = very difficult, 9 = very easy) 

7.4002 (n=867)
-----
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How confident are you that the answers you provided are meaningful? (1 = not at all confident, 9 =
very confident) 

7.1309 (n=863)
-----
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